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Computer controlled combustion engine operating by splitting power into its components of revolution speed and
torque in order to gain higher horsepower. Large rotor disc diameter for greatest moment arm torque generation using
fraction of required force. Free spinning weighted rotor allows high rpm and creates rotational energy storage via inertia.
Has multiple independent plug-n-run combustion chambers, Torquers, around rotor perimeter which create impulse gas
force into rotor’s pressure chambers. Each Torquer having dual, perpendicular sliding relative to exhaust exit axis, sliding
gates for time controlled combusted gas release in order to generate more power and for more complete combustion.
Torquer having a pressurized air tank which allows any fuel type to be used at respective stoichiometric points. Rotor
having multiple pressure chambers at 90 degrees to radius arm within circumference for maximum force angle. Rotor
heated from exiting exhaust gas creating a second, gas reaction force within pressure chambers for more rotational
power. Above rotor edge encircling, fan powered muffler regulates exhaust pressure between rotor-Torquer gap and
increases sound reduction. Large surface area 3 way catalytic converter on rotor face and on 3D grid above rotor allows
exhaust flow through and over grid thus eliminating backpressure and increasing pollutant reduction. Exhaust moving
down through center of rotor, encircling main shaft and through circular sound resonator, or a percentage is re-combusted in Torquers. Heated water capture optionally routed back to combustion chambers for steam force. Contains 2-n-1,
alternator/quick starter, and electron power source in top compartment layer. Engine ideal for VTOLs (vertical takeoff
and landing) aircrafts and flying cars due to high torque and high rotational speed requirements. Engine also ideal as
prime mover in electricity generation for utility, buildings, homes, electric VTOLs and hybrid vehicles. Engine contains all
of the beneficial efficient aspects of 4 stroke, turbine and rotary engines, and flywheels for at least 50% efficiency
compared with 25% of said engine designs. Modular design allows for multi-engine stacking and multiple attachment
module stacking for increasing horizontal power density, energy efficiency, pollution reduction and expanding applications, functions and functional density. Controlled with onboard digital dashboard, smartphone and/or remotely via
internet or satellite.
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TITLE
Impulse Reaction Torquer Inertia Split Power Engine

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS
1. Vertical Takeoff Aircraft and Flying Car with Split Power Engine – provisional patent
2. Rotary Vector Thrust Nozzle and Variable Blade Pitch Fan for Aircrafts and Flying Cars - provisional patent

FEDERAL SPONSORED R&D STATEMENT
Not Applicable

NAMES OF PARTIES TO A JOINT REASEARCH AGREEMENT
Not Applicable

REFERENCE TO A “MICROFICHE APPENDIX”
Not Applicable

STATEMENT REGARDING PRIOR DISCLOSURES BY INVENTOR
Not Applicable

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION – Field of Invention
The present invention relates to the energy and rotational power industry, specifically combustion engines,
for electricity generation, and for rotational shaft torque power specifically for Vertical Takeoff and Landing
aircrafts and flying cars.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION – Prior Art
Combustion engines operate on non-renewable and renewable resources. The bulk of these resources are
natural gas, coal and oil which are non-renewable. Renewable resources involve bio-gas which involves gas
produced from vegetation. As of today, non-renewable resources account for over 80% of the world’s
consumption of energy. In addition to requiring energy to extract and refine such energy resources, and
being limited in supply, air pollution and global warming via carbon particulates, carbon dioxide, carbon
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monoxide, nitrogen oxides, etc. are growing problems with the use of non-renewable resources mainly due
to unburnt hydrocarbons.
Solar energy and batteries.
The case for the continued use of non-renewable resources is strong. There are great amounts of long term
infrastructure and investment involved in non-renewable exploration, extraction, refining, distribution and
consumption equipment. The power density of fuel alone has its own case for continuance. The sun is the
ideal perfect power source due to its global availability and quantity. Today’s science says that 97.5 watts of
power exists within a square foot of sunlight. However today’s traditional single junction solar cells can only
output about 18 watts (18 joules per second) of power per square foot and must have a line of sight all the
way to the sun. A liter of gas (as poured over a square foot, 1 cubic foot = 28.3168 liters or 7.48052 gallons)
contains 34,200,000 watt seconds of energy. As one can see, a 2.36 inch thick, per square foot, volume of
gasoline contains 1.9 million times more energy than a square foot of sunlight (as converted by traditional
solar cells). Although solar energy over time is unlimited, it is not an energy storage medium. Currently
solar energy’s companion energy storage medium of choice is lithium or lithium ion batteries. Lithium-ion
batteries are rechargeable and over time, and through recharging, its energy density can exceed any nonrenewable resource in sight of its limited life. Lithium-ion batteries are electrochemical energy storage
sources and have a specific energy of 243 watt-hours per kilogram and an energy density of 730 watt hours
per liter. Gasoline has a specific energy of 12,889 watt-hours per kilogram and an energy density of 9,500
watt-hours per liter or about 53x and 13x density over lithium-ion respectively. As one can see, weight and
space (as well as costs and supply) are limiting factors when choosing between an electric motor and a
combustion engine, especially when it comes to use in aircrafts.
The battery operates on two main principles, pushing and pulling electrons from the negative (anode) end to
the positive (cathode) end, from and to molecules of atoms. The negative designation means that more
electrons reside at that end and thus electrons move from negative to positive. The positive designation
means that fewer electrons reside at that end and therefore electron holes for the electrons to occupy exist.
The pushing of electrons is due to the electric field between electrons and the pulling of electrons is due to a
concept call electronegativity. In general electronegativity for the most part overwhelmingly governs the
movement and force of electrons from the negative to the positive end of a battery. All elements have a
relative electronegativity level. Florine which is a gas has the highest at 3.98 and has the most electron
pulling power, i.e. oxidizing or electron stealing, power. Francium which is an alkali metal has the lowest
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pulling power at .7 and thus gives up electrons more easily than any other element. These are the maximum
voltage parameters. To date, there are no more stable elements, that are known to exist on earth or are
being created.
Electronegativity governs voltage, which is how much pressure electrons exert to create movement through
a wire such as a 5 volt phone (less pressure) verses a 120 volt oven (more pressure). Today lithium
batteries are the top commercial battery in terms of energy density. Energy density is essentially how much
electron power that is in a unit mass or volume of material. Power is voltage (electric potential between
two points) multiplied by electron current (quantity of electrons moving past a point per second). Lithium
has an electronegativity of .98 which is near Francium’s .7, and serves as the anode. A standard cathode is
generally made of carbon which has an electronegativity of 2.55. As you can see the difference between
Lithium and Carbon is 2.55-.98 = 1.57 whereas the difference between Florine and Francium is 3.98-.7 =
3.28. In general the greater the difference, the greater the voltage.
If we want to look into the future of battery innovations we can conclude that based on today’s elements
(which do not seem to be growing in number), the best battery cell can only double its voltage 3.28/1.57 =
2.08. Which means that the max voltage for any future battery cell will top out at roughly 3.7 x 2.08 = 7.7
volts. Lithium and its various combinations tops out at 3.7 volts. Even at 7.7 volts if a 120 household voltage
is desired, multiple cells (120 / 7.7 = 16 cells) will still have to be linked together in series. Today’s
capacitors, even the size of AA batteries, can output up to 1,000’s of volts of pressure (but not a lot of
electrons). Their energy density is .55 watt-hours per kilogram. Thus the only way to significantly increase
the power output of today’s battery technology is to increase electron capacity. Such electrons are limited
by attributes such as electron ionization energy, element mass, heat stability, safety, material costs, etc.
In summary, a compact 120 volt high electron density battery, based on a small fist sized device, based on
today’s battery technology and elements will most likely not exist. There are many billions of dollars spent
today seeking to increase the power of batteries and history has shown that the 2 to 4% increase per year is
the norm. Such research expenditures don’t take into account the fundamental absolute limits of the
battery in sight of the earth’s elements. Thus if an abundant amount of energy is needed immediately, and
over a sustained period of time, electrochemical battery technology as currently based on an
electronegativity platform most likely will not be the solution. Such limitations allow combustion engines to
have a continuing place in electricity and rotational power, generation.
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Types of combustion engines.
Looking within the existing combustion engine field there are 3 engines, with 2 of them dominating most
applications. These are the 4 stroke engine and the turbine engine with the third being the Wankel rotary
engine. The 4 stroke engine was developed in 1879 even though internal combustion engine development
dates back to the late 1700’s. Four stroke engines can use a variety fuels but such usage is dependent on
air-fuel ratios which is more or less fixed due to engine cylinder volume size and head stroke, which tend to
be fixed. The 4 stroke engine is in general about 30% efficient (25% when factoring in attachments),
meaning that about 70% of the fuel (and costs to purchase the fuel) are lost to heat and pollution. 4 stroke
engines dominate the road transportation sector and propeller planes. The most efficient simple cycle 4
stroke engine is a room size 20 cylinder industrial diesel that contains a 2 stage turbocharger which gives it
an efficiency of around 50%. Turbochargers compress air so that there is more oxygen in a given volume.
The turbine engine dominates the electricity generation and jet aircraft markets and involves free spinning
blades around a common shaft. The same shaft that compresses the air is the same shaft that provides
rotational power in most turbine applications. Single stage turbines generally have an efficiency range
between 30 and 40%, and the record is said to be 46% with the use of turbo chargers (for ground based
applications). Its higher efficiency advantage is due mainly in part to the free spinning nature of the turbine.
Currently the world record for most efficient combined cycle power plant is 62.22% efficiency. This is due to
the fact that the remaining exhaust heat is used for building heating, steam generation, etc.
The Wankel rotary engine is a piston-less engine using an eccentric rotary design and has no reciprocating
mass as the 4 stroke engine. This allows low vibration. The Wankel rotary engine is only 15 to 25% efficient.
Its advantage is that multiple engines can be placed along the same axis in a series configuration, it only has
two moving parts and it has a higher power density than the 4 stroke engine.
The inefficiencies of these three engines can be found on pages 3, 4 and 25 of the Drawing sheets.
In design, all of these engines when connected to their supporting devices such as cooling system, starter,
alternator, air intake, spark plugs, etc., are a birds nest of parts, pipes, tubes and wires and do not provide a
clean and sleek look, or easy handling means.
It is the intent of this patent application to introduce this Impulse Reaction Torquer Inertia Split Power
Engine as a combustion engine containing all of the advantages of the 4 stroke, turbine, Wankel rotary
engines and flywheel along with other energy technologies, and minimizing their inherent design
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disadvantages which contribute to their low fuel efficiencies, limited power generation and pollution issues.
The result being a compact and modular engine.

BACKGROUND – Objects & Advantages
The Impulse Reaction Torquer Inertia Split Power Engine, hereafter described as the Split Power Engine, is a
combustion engine design for both electric power generation, and vertical takeoff and landing aircraft, that
seeks to reach as close as possible the thermal heat efficiency limit. In general, based on a 70 degree
Fahrenheit average operating temperature environment, this limit is 73%. This figure is derived from 1 –
(294 Kelvin / 1,089 Kelvin) = 73% where 294 K = 70 degrees F environment temperature and 1089 K = 1,500
degrees F which is the gas combustion temperature. Higher combustion temperatures along with a lower
operating environment temperature increases this efficiency. The scientific upper limit is said to be 86% and
the absolute maximum limit is of course 100%, or all of the heat energy in such quantity of fuel obtained by
perfect combustion, thus bringing exhaust temperature back to 14.7 psi, atmospheric pressure and without
heat loss via its metal parts. Thus from the current range of 30% for land vehicles, 35% efficiency for jet
aircraft and 40% for single cycle electricity production, a (73% – 30%)= 43 percentage point gain is sought
from the Split Power Engine design with an ideal minimum target of 50%, which excludes modular
attachments.
The objects and advantages of the Split Power Engine over the 4 stroke, turbine and Wankel rotary engine,
as well as batteries, for ground transportation, electricity generation, traditional aircraft and vertical takeoff
and lift aircraft are many and 40 such advantages are listed herein.
1. Independent combustion chambers with double gate technology.
(Figures 10 to 13) Within the Split Power Engine, a Torquer is an independent, plug-n-run, self-contained
combustion chamber having all the necessary elements to complete the combustion process. Independent
combustion chambers embodied in each Torquer allows for power (gas mass x gas acceleration) to be
applied to the rotor at various time intervals. Such independent chambers allows a more thorough fuel burn
in sight of chamber temperature differences which can occur based on fuel spray quantity and air/oxygen
quantity/quality, with the outcome of increasing fuel efficiency. Although a Torquer can be used with a
single gate to contain and release the combusted gases, the double gate design prevents backflow gas from
the rotor into the combustion chamber.
(Prior Art Drawing pgs. 3 & 4) The 4 stroke engine via the crankshaft is linked to 9 separate mechanical
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devices via a belt, and linked to other combustion chambers via a timing belt, meaning that when one
element is not working properly the entire engine is negatively affected. Turbines have multiple unlinked
combustion chambers but must all continuously receive the same high velocity air after which the moving
exhaust gases must spill into the turbine blades. There is no 100% enclosed combustion chamber to
modulate the combustion release process. Within the rotary engine, during a large percentage towards the
end of the power cycle, the air-fuel mixture is provided an always open door. The result is that a large
amount of unburnt gases and thus emissions are released. Because of the inability to control the timing and
time length of the combustion process, turbine and rotary engines are only most efficient at maximum
rotational speeds while 4 stroke engines are only most efficient at maximum torque.
2. 90 degree maximum rotor force.
(Figures 21, Prior Art Drawing pg. 21) A force tangent to the radius arm of a rotational object provides the
maximum force that can move the rotor. Each Torquer in the Split Power Engine is positioned tangentially
around the perimeter of the rotor thus providing this maximum force. A 100 pound force 90 degrees to the
radius provides 100 lbs sin 90 = 100 pounds of force or 100% of the power. A 100 pound force 40 degrees to
the radius provides 100 lbs sin 40 = 64.3 pounds of force or 64.3% of the power.
In the 4 stroke and rotary engines, the angle at which force is applied to the shaft must be averaged over the
entire positions of the connecting rod or rotor respectively. In the 4 stroke engine the final force angle is
derived from 2 positions. This is where the connecting rod connects to the bottom of the piston head and
where the connecting rod connects to the crankshaft via the connecting rod bearing journal. In most engine
block designs there is no point where the combination of these two points provides a 90 degree force angle
to achieve maximum force or if such 90 degree force angle does exist within a design, it is but for a brief
moment in the cycle which is negated by the other angles of attack. A 40 degree average angle results in a
35.7 pound force loss under a 100 pound force thus producing just 64.3 pounds of torque. In the rotary
engine, the final force angle is also derived from 2 positions, but is more complicated due to the fact of the
ever changing relative side wall positions of the combustion chamber and the curved walls of the rotor and
the housing. From a cross sectional view of the rotary engine and without the necessity of applying complex
calculus, less than a 40 degree average angle resulting in less than a 64.3% torque production can be
conservatively deduced. The turbine engine angles of power are fixed in that the stator blades and rotor
blades do not change positions. However they do have angles of attack which do not allow them to provide
a 100% torque force. The main reason for this is that the air is moving perpendicular to the direction of
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blade rotation which by default means that energy must be lost in this transition. Because the rotor blades
act as tiny wings or airfoils, they are governed by similar air flow principles. In general blade angles, in order
to provide lift (or rotation in this case) must lie between 0+ and 18 degrees. Any more than 18 degrees and
stall inefficiencies occur creating turbulence for the next blade and other undesirable actions. These angles
are mostly attributed to the compressor blades since they cut through the air in order to draw the air in or
down (into the engine) just like an airplane wing. In the turbine section, air hitting the blades at the max 45
degree angle would provide a rotational force of 100 sin 45 = 70.7% thus providing the necessary
perpendicular transition of air parallel to the shaft to the rotational direction of the turbine. At 18 degrees
100 sin 18 = 30.9%. The two averaged together is 50.8% (more or less depending on blade quantities,
portioning and radius. In summary none of the 3 engines can achieve more than a 65% efficiency in regards
to shaft torque production.
3. Double rotational power- Impulse and Reaction force.
(Figures 7) Shows combustion gases exiting out of the Torquer into the pressure chambers located within
the body of the rotor. The rotor is as hot as the exhaust gases and heat causes gas expansion. Combustion
gas temperatures can reach over 1,500 degrees Fahrenheit which causes rapid expansion when released
from a confined area according to Boyles gas law, Pressure 1 x Volume 1 = Pressure 2 x Volume 2 and
according to Charles’s gas law Volume 1 x Temperature 2 = Volume 2 x Temperature 1. When the gases
leave the Torquer, a force is applied tangent to the radius arm of the rotor. Because the rotor material is
hot and filled with a previous Torquers’ exhaust which is expanding due to such heated rotor, a less than
reciprocal gas head force is returned. This exhaust is returned in a tangent manner away from the rotor to
Reapers (Figures 9) that sit outside but are separate from the perimeter of the rotor. These Reapers sit at 90
degree angles to the radial arm of the rotor (Figure 2) so as to provide maximum angle force as shown in
(Figures 21). Thus the first phase of gas expansion from the Torquer mimics an impulse turbine and the
second phase of gas expansion from the rotor mimics a reaction turbine.
(Prior Art Drawing pg. 21) In the 4 stroke engine there is no reaction force, and no “true” impulse force due
to the fact that the cylinder head travels at negative inertia with the compressed gas expansion. In the
rotary engine there is no reaction force. Only a minute impulse force exists due to fact that the rotor’s far
left edge (clockwise rotating) may be traveling at a slower speed than the flame spread speed. In the
turbine engine there are limited impulse and reaction forces due to the fact that there exists both curved
and angled fixed stators and rotors. Reaction torque is developed because of the expansion reaction of the
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gas pressure-mass against the rotor, and torque is developed because of impulse force of the gas pressure
mass against the rotor.
Impulse turbines are most efficient where the flow is low and the inlet pressure is high. Reaction turbines
are most efficient when the flow velocity is high or the fluid (gas) head pressure is low. The Split Power
Engine is most efficient at maximum rotor inertia. In all other engines the engine must keep burning some
amount of fuel even when idle, such as at a traffic light, a generator with no load or flying. Maximum inertia
is that point in time where a Torquer need not add rotational speed or torque force to the rotor and needs
not to fire thus saving fuel and thus increasing efficiency. Because of the inertial flywheel nature of the
rotor, windows of force time are preserved with only minute fractional decreases in rotation which reduce
Torquer firing per unit time thus increasing fuel efficiency of the total time of engine operation.
4. Maximum combustion gas expansion.
(Figure 26a) Shows how, according to Boyles gas law (assuming constant temperature), Pressure 1 x Volume
1 = Pressure 2 x Volume 2, in order for a 1,500 psi pressure to reach the atmospheric pressure of 14.7 psi,
25.51 feet of cylinder space is needed. In the Split Power Engine, Combustion gases are allowed to expand
more, thus providing more rotor pressure and using more of the energy of fuel. This up to full length
expansion is possible because of the relatively large circumference of the rotor and the ability of the gas to
interact with the rotor edge, not just from one point, but from several points. Additionally the gas is able to
repeat forces to those points.
(Prior Art Drawing pg. 26) In the 4 stroke engine, it shows how a pressure of 1,500 psi and 16,125 pounds
exists top dead center at the 4 stroke engine’s head, and then drops to 115 psi at bottom dead center,
leaving 1,240 pounds of unused force remaining. This remaining 115 psi represents a 115/1,500 = 7.7% loss
of power. Power is additionally lost when the head travels back up to push gases through the bottleneck
exhaust port, and manifold. Additional power is lost because the head stroke movement is not
perpendicular to the crankshaft and the loss could be as high as 35.7% which would reduce this 1,500 psi to
1,500 x 35.7% = 964 psi and 16,125 x 35.7% = 10,368 pounds respectively (see #2. 90 degree maximum
rotor force). (Prior Art Drawing pg. 21) The rotary engine limits full gas expansion because the combusted
gas must expand in a moving V shape and is then pushed through the exhaust exit prematurely, thus
ejecting unburnt fuel and unwanted products. Turbine engines limit full gas expansion because the
combustion chamber volume remains the same, is open, and has a constantly moving volume of air.
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Although the exhaust is allowed to expand once it reaches different rows of turbine blades, the diameter of
the blades can only get so large due to engine size limits.
5. Impulse Force.
(Prior Art Drawings pgs. 3 & 4) There are 3 forms of energy when it comes to gas. These are speed (kinetic
energy), pressure (potential energy) and temperature (expansion or contraction). 4 stroke, rotary and
turbine engines all utilize aspects of pressure and temperature completely but not so much with speed.
Speed can be seen as a velocity head of gas traveling to cause impact and the impact causing, force or
rotational force. In the 4 stroke engine, when the piston is at top dead center and starts to move
downward, the gases move at the same speed as the piston and thus no impulse or impact force is created
on the piston head. If an impact force was generated, negative performance due to the mechanical link to
other pistons would create knocking. In the rotary engine, as the spark ignites the gases, they too push the
rotor around at the same speed. If the rotor is moving faster than some or all of the gas expansion then
combustion pressure and thus fuel is wasted because the exhaust port lies almost centerline with the
second spark plug. Consequently the next rotor revolution just pushes the combusting gases out of the
exhaust chamber even quicker. In the turbine engine the combustion of gases is a constant stream through
both the moving rotors and the fixed stators. Except for some turbine blade designs which are angled to
produce a sort of soft impulse and then a reaction force, a true and full impactful impulse force does not
take hold.
(Figures 9c & 11a) The Split Power Engine provides a true impulse force via a gas velocity head. This can
only be accomplished in a design that 100% contains the combusted gases separate from the object of
impact (the rotor). By separating the gas pressure head from the rotor, a distance exists and therefore a
velocity head of kinetic energy can create an impact force against the rotor or gas mass surrounding he rotor
edge or gas mass in the rotor’s pressure chambers. Since the gas has mass and is expanding, it conforms to
the equation, Force = mass x acceleration. Thus the fuel and air is combusted in the combustion chamber
before gate number 1 and then allowed to expand and create a velocity head into the expansion chamber
before gate number 2 and then expanding across the rotor-torquer gap into the rotor edge and pressure
chambers. Whereas the other three engines’ gas pressure against the pistons, rotors and blades causes
negative inertial mass to develop due to the acceleration of the gas and subsequently the object.
6. No catalytic converter backpressure.
(Figures 7) When the exhaust leaves the rotor-torque gap it is pulled (and pushed via gas pressure) upward
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through the power muffler in which its fan then pushes the exhaust down and across the top of the rotor to
the rotor’s center. This technique could also be mirrored at the underside of the rotor. Located on the top
surface of the rotor is a 3 dimensional grid of catalytic converter material. The exhaust flows down into the
openings of the grid across the rotor face, which in addition to heating up the grid to initiate catalytic
reactions, reduces the nitrogen oxides to nitrogen and oxidizes, carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide and
unburnt hydrocarbons to carbon dioxide and water. If the catalyst grid becomes clogged with soot or
contains too much gas pressure, any excess flows over the catalyst grid toward the center of the rotor, down
through the exhaust shaft and then through the sound resonator to exit the engine. Horizontal exhaust flow
over the catalytic converter is also assisted with downward fan pressure from the upper variable pitch
cooling fan. The result is that the catalytic converter is not in line with exhaust flow as with configurations in
4 stroke and rotary engines.
(Prior Art Drawing pg. 4) If one considers that the honeycomb standard now used in catalytic converters is
10% blocked (new) to 100% blocked (carbon particulate filled), such 10% minimum blockage represents
some level of backpressure even if the converter has a larger cross sectional area than the exhaust pipe due
to the fact that the expanded gases in the converter must be forceed through the remainder of the exhaust
pipe of a smaller cross section. Although there have been turbine engine blade design proposals that are
imbedded with catalytic material, in general practice, turbines have no catalytic converters and must rely on
higher burn efficiencies to provide cleaner exhaust.
7. Minimum to no muffler backpressure.
(Figures 13) In order for sound to be reduced in a combustion engine, all exhaust gasses must flow through
a muffling device. In 4 stroke and rotary engines the exhaust pulses flow from multiple cylinders into
separate manifolds which converge into one or two exhaust pipes. There are two or more turns in exhaust
pipes which also contribute to backpressure. Additionally the narrowing cross sectional area in the
transition from the multi pipe manifold to the singular pipe creates backpressure. The same is true for
rotary engines except that in general there is no operable exhaust door as in the poppet design of the 4
stroke engine. Turbines have no major means for muffling sound and emit a high pitched whining sound
that is hard to suppress.
The power muffler in the Split Power Engine can absorb greater quantities of exhaust gases and thus greater
quantities of sound due to the larger volume ring design of the power muffler. In design, each Torquer’s
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torquer gap and allows the exhaust to be pushed over the catalytic rotor grid and rotor and out of the
engine. If any backpressure were to be significant to the impairment of efficiency, the power muffler fans
along with the variable blade located on the shaft (Figure 8) allows such backpressure to be regulated.
Additionally, the Split Power Engine’s exhaust shaft extends from the top to the bottom of the engine which
can, if necessary, allow exhaust to flow upward through the top exhaust port.
8. Torque multiplier.
(Figures 2 and 21a) The phenomenon of time and space allows speed and force to be proportionally
interchangeable while preserving the same power expenditure, i.e. RPM 500 x Torque 250 = 125,000 vs RPM
300 x Torque 416.6666667 = 125,000, etc.. This interchangeability is recognized in the power equation,
horsepower = RPM x Torque/5252, where RPM is revolutions per minute and torque is in foot-pounds. The
lever arm or moment arm is one of those phenomenon that allows force to be amplified through distance.
The Split Power Engine utilizes a rotor as big as possible, according to the application, surrounded by
multiple Torquers around its perimeter where moment is greatest. Leverage multiplication starts adjacent
to the perimeter of the axis shaft where rotational resistance exists. (Figure 29) According to the formula,
((Load x 1)/(Load x (1 + distance))) x Load, it calculates that at 1 whole number (1 foot) from the point of
torque resistance, the force required to turn the load is reduced by 50%. Because the lever arm is a natural
phenomenon and the “foot” is an arbitrary man made unit, the radius of the axis must be equal to 1 which
allows a doubling of length of this 1 to create a 1 / 2 = 50% reduction in required turning force. At a point of
2 the force required is only 1 / 3 = 33.3% of the load and at point 4 only 1 / 4 = 25%. This indicates that a
1,000 pound resistance can be turned with only 250 pounds of force at point of 3 feet away. This creates a
nonlinear graph in which the leverage force never reaches zero.
The 4 stroke engine, the turbine and the rotary engine have very small moment arms leading to small torque
multipliers. In the 4 stroke engine as shown in (Prior Art Drawing pg. 3) the centerline where the connecting
rod meets the bearing journal or the “throw” distance is 1 to 2 inches in a typical automobile engine which
reduces cylinder torque requirements to 92.3% and 85.7% respectively. Thus in order to resist 100 pounds,
92.3 pounds and 85.7 pounds of torque is needed respectively. The rotary engine likewise only has a 1 to 4
inch moment arm. This is averaged since the combustion chamber flows along the side of the rotor and the
rotor rotates around an eccentric shaft. The turbine engine would have the longest moment arm length
which is averaged across the radius of the rear turbine blades and starts at 8 inches for small aircraft up to
4.5 feet for the largest aircraft engines. However the radius of the compressor and its blades, since it is
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connected to the same shaft of the turbine means that the force to compress the air amplifies according to
the blade radius length, the reverse torque on the shaft and takes away from the moment arm amplification
benefit of the rear turbine blades.
Moment arm force amplification is the only way to successfully vertically lift relatively heavy VTOLs which
have relatively small lift fan areas.
9. Flywheel rotor allows for a nonrestrictive RPM.
(Figures 2) The Split Power Engine is not a direct drive engine like the 4 stroke or the rotary engine due to
its much larger moment arm and rotational inertia, but is a rotational energy storage engine combining
aspects of both flywheels and turbine engines. This allows it to be applicable to hybrid drive setups where
the Split Power Engine is the prime mover of the alternator which provides electric charging means to a
smaller bank of batteries, or capacitors, which then in turn provide electric power to electric motors. In this
way torque to a car’s wheels can be immediate, and fuel savings, while the car is stopped at a red light or
stop sign can be realized, thus increasing efficiency.
4 stroke and rotary engines lack the ability to have a nonrestrictive rotational speed because the intake,
compression, power and exhaust phases are linked together and have different capacities at different
speeds. An individual phase becomes less or even nonresponsive at its own individual RPM limit.
Nonrestrictive RPM devices such as flywheels and turbine engines (to the stall point) can have power
applied at any position around the axis of the rotation. The difference between flywheels and turbines is
that flywheels are intentionally mass heavy, as centrifugal force relies on mass, and turbines are made as
light as possible which minimizes its energy storage capabilities and thus the length of time of rotation
without an applied torque. Turbine RPM is limited because the compressor is connected to the rear turbine.
At some point the incoming air cannot be compressed further and the turbine stalls due to the extremely
high pressure and slowing air thus limiting RPM.
The 100% disconnect between the Split Power Engine’s rotor, and the Torquers’ combustion chambers,
allows any RPM that can be created and material strength handled to exist.
10. Flywheel rotor allows for rotational energy storage.
The contributors to energy storage in a flywheel are the mass of the flywheel, its rotational speed, the
distribution of mass within the flywheel and its diameter, all which form rotational inertia. It is this
rotational inertia that keeps the flywheel going long after the force which provided for its initial rotation is
taken away. Most if not all engine designs seek to reduce weight. 4 stroke engines have a counterweight
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but such is only for the purposes of balance, and rotational smoothing, due to combustion compression
pulses. Rotary engines have a triangle shaped rotor which eccentrically revolves around an axis. This means
that the vector forces are constantly changing and are averaged, allowing rotary engines to have minimum
vibration. Turbine engines provide limited rotational energy storage due in part to the relatively large
diameters of the turbine, yet the turbine’s weight is not intentional. Such rotation is limited by the
compressor’s performance.
The Split Power Engine is intentionally designed as a flywheel, where the rotor has an intentionally increased
mass. It is only able to accomplish this feat because combustion can be performed independent of any
physical connection to the rotor. Whereas the 4 stroke and rotary engine achieves one rotation per
combustion cycle, a blade row, on a turbine engine may not even achieve one rotation per combustion cycle
because the exhaust air moves quickly past the blades. A quasi like full rotation may be achieved due to
radian rotation of each blade row summing to such full rotation. A flywheel can achieve several rotations
per combustion cycle and additionally have such energy stored in the flywheel as rotational energy for later
use, if the force is somewhat tangentially and ideally perpendicular to the radius.
11. Flywheel increases rotational time for combustion process.
According to laws of physics, once a force is removed from an object in motion, its velocity must change in
vector if other forces are acting upon such object. When it comes to flywheels, the time it takes for the
flywheel to decrease in rotational distance per unit time at a point along the circumference, once power is
removed or load increased, this slowdown time can be delayed and increased via the flywheel’s inertia.
A car with a 4 stroke engine may have a redline starting point of between 6,500 and 9,500 rpm with an
average of 8,000. The overall limiting factor is the acceleration or rate of change in piston velocity. Redline
refers to the maximum engine speed before engine or part damage starts to potentially develop. Since
there are two rotations per power stroke, a combustion event takes place every (8,000/2) / 60 seconds per
minute = 66.66 combustion events per second or 1 event per 1/66.66 = 15 milliseconds (.015 seconds). The
flame speed “allowed” for an engine having a 3.07 inch (.0779 meters) stroke is (8,000/4) / 60 = 33.33
events per second. 1/33 = .0303 seconds (30.3 milliseconds). 1” / 3.07” x 30.3 ms = 9.869 milliseconds every
inch of travel. In general, research shows that 90% of the air-fuel mixture combustion occurs in about 2
milliseconds from spark. The combustion chamber height above top dead center can be roughly calculated
as 2 ms / 9.869ms x 1 inch = .2 inches which is .2” / 3.07” = 6.5% of the stroke length. The rotary engine’s
rotational speed in sight of fuel efficiency is likewise limited by flame speed due to the fact that the
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combustion process is an integral part of the rotor’s rotation. Turbine engines initially are free from these
combustion-rotation limits in that the combustion chamber is separate from the turbine, but the turbine’s
connection to the compressor via the shaft reintroduces these rotational limits and stalls can occur.
If similar vehicle, electric generation or aircraft performance can be maintained while reducing the number
of combustion events per second then fuel is saved. The inertia of the rotor in the Split Power Engine allows
for the reduction of combustion events per second due to this stored rotational energy. The Torquers not
being mechanically linked to the rotor can fire at precise and varying time intervals, and time lengths, thus
increasing fuel efficiency. Flame speed is determined by the hydrocarbon components in the gasoline and is
not related to octane number. Octane number is the resistance to detonation and thus affects the quality of
the combustion. A mixture that is too rich or too lean will not make maximum horsepower and too much or
too little of spark timing will compromise engine output. The factors which affect engine performance are
correct-air-fuel ratios and correct spark timing and those factors which affect power are flame speed and
fuel octane number. Flame speed is dependent on the thermal diffusivity and reaction rate of the mixture,
and temperature, in the combustion chamber. The conclusion is that a naturally aspirated fixed volume
combustion chamber, given the variables of temperature, time allowed for combustion, air (oxygen &
nitrogen) density and fuel variables cannot provide the most efficient combustion across the spectrum of
RPM and torque demand.
Although the Torquers in the Split Power Engine have fixed volume combustion chambers, the pressure in
each chamber can vary based on the air supply tank and/or air pump pressure. By sequencing multiple
Torquer firings below the 2 millisecond flame speed threshold via increased fuel and thus increased
combustion force per Torquer, heavy small duct vertical takeoff and lift aircrafts with unanticipated heavier
live loads can achieve flight, even though the rotational speeds may become temporarily excessive. Using
three or more gates in combustion chamber allows chamber volume manipulation during operation.
12. Pre-compressed air via separate pump without physical linkage to engine rotor.
(Figures 10 & 11) A naturally aspirated engine is one where oxygen intake is solely dependent on
atmospheric pressure and does not rely on forced induction via a turbocharger or a supercharger. In 4
stroke and rotary engines, a vacuum forms on the intake stroke which allows the atmospheric air to enter at
a faster pace. The advantages of a naturally aspirated engine is that it is easier to maintain and repair, lower
production costs, increased reliability due to fewer parts and more direct throttle response due to lack of
turbo lag. The disadvantages are decreased efficiency, decreased power-to-weight ratio, decreased
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potential for tuning and increased power loss at higher elevations, and altitudes due to lower air pressure.
Aircrafts demand higher efficiency, increased power-to-weight ratios, precise tuning and maximum power at
all altitudes in order for it to be more economically, environmentally, and performance sensitive. 4 stroke
engines and rotary engines must use a separate device to compress the air. Turbines are naturally
supercharged. All three engine types tend to be limited in power output due to the fact that the
compression activity is linked to the power production activity.
Each individual Torquer in the Split Power Engine allows for the air charge in the combustion chamber to be
precisely matched to air density conditions via a separated air tank and air pump.
13. More precise stoichiometric air to fuel ratio.
In combustion reactions, oxygen in the air reacts with the fuel, and the point where exactly all oxygen is
consumed and all fuel burned is defined as the stoichiometric point. If the combustion is incomplete due to
lack of sufficient oxygen, fuel remains unreacted and is considered a rich-burn. Rich mixtures are less
efficient but may produce more power and burn cooler. More oxygen remaining is considered a lean-burn.
Lean burns fundamentally emit far less hydrocarbons and are more fuel efficient but may cause higher
temperatures which can lead to the formation of nitrogen oxides. Each fuel type contains its own
stoichiometric point which is the ratio by mass. Methanol contains the lowest at 6.47 to 1, while Hydrogen
contains the highest at 34.3 to 1. (Drawing pg. 24). Gasoline requires 14.7 pounds of air for every 1 pound of
fuel. 14.7 pounds of air at standard temperature (32 F) and pressure (14.5 lbs) is 179.68 cubic feet in
volume, and 1 pound of gas is .16 gallons or 2.56 cups in volume. In naturally aspirated engines, for pure
octane, the stoichiometric mixture is approximately 15.1 to 1, an air-fuel ratio of 12 to 1 is considered as
maximum power output and 16:1 is considered maximum fuel economy. For comparison ethanol requires 9
pounds of air for every 1 pound of fuel.
4 stroke and rotary engines without the use of turbo or super chargers have fixed volume and pressure
combustion chambers. 4 stroke and rotary engines connected to turbo or super chargers and turbine
engines all can have variable air compression pressures that allows for the fine tuning of the ratios.
However, beyond or below certain RPM’s, because the air compression is mechanically linked, achieving a
stoichiometric mix becomes unfeasible.
Each Torquer in the Split Power Engine has an air injector located within the combustion chamber that
allows for air to be injected into the combustion chamber at various flow rates and pressures. This can
either be accomplished via the pressurized air tank or the air pump that fills the air tank if the tank is empty,
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(at 14.7 psi). The result of digital air injection is that the stoichiometric target for any fuel can be better
reached even with the variables of combustion chamber temperature and air quality.
14. Fuel variety.
(Drawing pg. 24) The Split Power Engine can utilize any fuel type by modifying the amount of air and thus
oxygen that becomes a part of the combustion process. As outdoor temperatures, humidity, and/or
altitudes change, oxygen density changes as well. Temperature decreases as altitude increases, but as
altitude increases air density decreases. This is due to graviton pressure pushing down air molecules toward
earth. However, at fixed altitudes or environments, cooler air creates a denser air mass and thus more
oxygen is available per cubic volume.
Although 4 stroke and rotary engines can use a variety of fuel types, they have fixed combustion chamber
volumes and without air modification attachments, cannot reach the stoichiometric point which affects
engine performance and exhaust products. Although turbine engines can operate on a variety of fuels
because the chamber is not fully sealed, and the turbine is more or less free to spin, the efficiencies in using
different fuel types will vary thus affecting fuel usage, cost of operation and pollution output.
The ability for an engine to utilize three or more or any types of fuel allows fuel costs to be controlled. It
also allows the engine to operate in regions where particular fuels are not available or are sometimes not
pure enough. Such various fuel usage also allows fuel costs to be regulated.
15. Compressed air tank storage for power delay elimination.
The Split Power Engine utilizes compressed air tank storage so that there is virtually zero delay from the
time the aircraft (or machine) needs and demands power, to the time that the combustion process starts.
Each Torquer can be pre-charged with air before the demand signal, and then charged with more air when
the demand signal occurs thus saving charging time. The Torquer’s compressed air tank storage allows for
immediate power increase independent of atmosphere density change or mechanical pumping.
4 stroke and rotary engines can utilize turbochargers which can increase the engine’s power and power-toweight ratio. Turbo chargers are gas compressors which increase the amount of air entering the engine to
create more power. They are powered by a turbine which is driven from the exhaust. Turbo chargers suffer
from turbo lag which is a hesitation to engine response. This is caused by the time taken for the exhaust
system to speed up the turbine and from insufficient exhaust gas mass flow (pressure). Turbochargers are
used on many 4 stroke aircraft engines because of the lower oxygen density at higher altitudes. A
turbocharger’s lack of direct mechanical link to the engine helps improve its performance. Superchargers do
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not have this boost lag problem because the compressor blade is mechanically linked to the shaft and thus
the RPM of the engine. Thus superchargers have better throttle response and can reach full-boost pressure
instantaneously.
Thus the use of pre-compressed pump fed air in a Torquer allows the benefits of the turbo charger and
supercharger to be realized in the Split Power Engine.
16. Sliding gate, seal free combustion chamber.
(Figures 11 & 12) Torquers within the Split Power Engine utilize gates attached to each combustion chamber
to hold its pressurized air-fuel mixture and combustion products. These gates can take on a variety of
designs such as a flat horizontally sliding gate, a wedge shaped horizontally sliding gate or angled gates of
either previous option. Even pivoting door gates can be used although less effectively in sight of opening
time and force requirements. In practice any gate which can create a seal and immediately release the
gases by being removed from the exhaust path can be utilized. The use of gates allows for independent
operations from the rotor. Such use of gates also reduces substantially or eliminates the use of friction
based seals which reduces part costs, maintenance costs and downtime. The gates are operated
electromagnetically for the fastest response time and reliability. When the solenoid that is connected to the
gate is energized for one polarity the gate opens and when it is energized in reverse polarity the gate closes.
(Prior Art pgs. 3 & 4) 4 stroke engines utilize a reciprocating piston to turn the crankshaft which is
mechanically connected to an obstructive poppet for the intake cycle. This cycle creates a vacuum which
places a load on the engine. Likewise the exhaust cycle also relies on an obstructive poppet design to get rid
of the combusted air-fuel mixture which likewise places a load on the engine. By design, these poppet
obstructions reduce power and thus reduce efficiency, and even more so due to the mechanical linkage.
The piston in cylinder style of the 4 stroke engine and its reciprocating nature does not allow such design to
be utilized as an exhaust exit gate. Rotary engines rely on the sides of the triangular rotor to create a
vacuum and exhaust the gases with both cycles creating gas flow bottlenecks which place a load on the
engine. Both of these engines require multiple seals to prevent gas, fuel, air, and oil (mainly rotary engines),
from interfering and contaminating other areas. These seals create friction which reduce efficiency and
vacuum seal quality. Turbines do not rely on a completely sealed combustion chamber because the force
from the gas expansion and exhaust is used to turn the turbine and the turbine is free spinning. Utilizing the
exhaust to turn the turbine is akin to a turbo charger on a 4 stroke or rotary engine and increases power
density. However its continuous combustion process due to fast moving air and its lack of being a fully
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sealed combustion chamber means that the combustion process cannot be digitally or precisely
manipulated.
17. Intake exhaust bottleneck elimination.
(Figures 11 & 12) The Split Power Engine does not have intake or exhaust bottlenecks, thus efficiency is
preserved. The combustion chamber’s diameter is maintained and extends past the double gates and on to
the rotor-torquer gap where the mouth of the pressure chambers in the rotor have equal or greater
diameters also. By eliminating the bottleneck, the venturi effect is eliminated, and thus torque efficiency is
increased.
Both 4 stroke and rotary engines have air intake and exhaust ports that are smaller in cross sectional area
than the combustion chamber that they connect to. This creates a venturi effect which is a reduction in fluid
pressure that results when a fluid flows through a constricted section of a pipe and opens into a larger area.
Turbine engines can undergo this venture effect due to the fact that the air passageway across the
compressor narrows as does the airway around the combustion chamber and also the exhaust area.
18. Exhaust gas recirculation.
(Figures 6) Exhaust gas recirculation is a nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions reduction technique which works
by recirculating a portion of an engine’s exhaust gas back to the engine cylinders. NOx gases contribute to
the formation of smog and acid rain as well as affecting tropospheric ozone. Another purpose of exhaust
gas recirculation is to slow down combustion time but such can be compensated for by advancing spark
timing. NOx includes nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and form when combustion temperatures
are above 2,900 degrees Fahrenheit. Air is comprised of about 78% Nitrogen and 21% Oxygen by volume.
The Split Power Engine has an inherent design which allows some of the exhaust gases to be redistributed
through the engine. As exhaust gases move down the exhaust shaft to exit the engine via the resonator,
some can be optionally captured by the exhaust recapture plenum in which a pump pushes the gases into
the recirculated hot exhaust air tank which is an optional attachment to each Torquer. A connection to the
combustion chamber allows 100% of the exhaust gases or a precise mixture of exhaust gases and clean air to
form a combustion event. (Figure 17b) There is also a modular oxygen tank attachment to the Split Power
Engine which can be added to recirculated exhaust and air mixtures.
Although the 4 stroke, rotary and turbine engines can utilize separate devices to recirculate exhaust gases
back into their combustion chambers, precise re-exhaust volume regulation due to the fact that a new
hydrogen, carbon, oxygen and nitrogen molecule mix is added to a fresh air-fuel charge in sight of a fixed
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volume, fixed spark time, and fixed combustion time combustion chamber, makes its efficiency gain more or
less minimum.
19. Pre-heated fuel for full burn atomization and quicker burn.
(Figures 6, 10b, 16d) Preheating fuel before combustion has been shown to increase fuel efficiency. This is
due to the fact that the vapors of gasoline is what ignites and not the liquid. To accomplish this, the gas is
atomized or made to form very small droplets. On the atomic level, gasoline (Carbon8 + Hydrogen18) is an
odd shaped structure that is unlike a spherical shape and does not present a surface of low friction to other
gasoline molecules and thus the molecules do not easily slide past one another. The result is the formation
of bigger droplet volumes. That being said, all molecules are held together by magnetic and electrostatic,
energy and it takes heat, radiation, chemical, electron, etc. energy to weaken or break such bonds. Gasoline
has ignition temperature (with spark) of 495 degrees Fahrenheit, an auto-ignition (without spark)
temperature of 536 degrees and vaporizes at 140 degrees. By raising the temperature towards the ignition
temperature the gas will atomize more readily and quickly in the combustion chamber resulting in a more
thorough burn with the end result of saving fuel, increasing efficiency and reducing emissions. Additionally
the temperature at which a chemical ignites decreases as the pressure or oxygen concentration increases.
The Split Power engine can use three methods for heating fuel. The first method is material and exhaust
temperature dependent and can be considered the pre-heat phase. Some or all of the exhaust, instead of
moving downward out of the engine moves horizontally in one or more channels at the bottom of the
engine. Between each channel lies a gas tank. The gas tank is heated by thermal convection from the
exhaust gases in the channel. The second method is the most precise method and involves an electric
heating device surrounding the fuel line located within each Torquer. The pre-heated fuel from the first
method allows less energy to be used in the second method. The second method brings the fuel
temperature up to the required point. The third method is use of the fuel heating module which can be
directly attached under the engine or to the bottom of fuel module (Fig. 15c & 16d). Even using all three
methods as stated, the interior walls of the combustion chamber will be at an elevated temperature so less
energy is needed to reach just below the auto-ignition temperature.
An electric heater can be added to the fuel line of the 4 stroke, rotary and turbine engine but there is no
uniform attachment module which can pre-heat the fuel.
20. Multiple engines in series.
(Figures 15 to 20) The Split Power Engine’s “pancake” disc design allows the engine or a variety of like
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shaped functional modules to be attached to each other without expanding its footprint. This increases its
functional density. Utilizing multiple engines allows horizontal power density to be increased. Such
modularization creates a simple, quick and easy way to increase power and functionality over today’s bulky,
birds nest engine designs that require various levels of skill and knowledge to attach devices and perform
repairs.
The 4 stroke and turbine engines cannot be stacked in series and have no modular attachments conforming
to the shape of the engine. The rotary engine can be stacked in series but the engines must be placed in
certain positions so that the cycles are in sync. With all of the engines, attachments which enhance fuel
efficiency and operations must increase the footprint of the engine and are not plug-n-run or modular types
and thus, minimum skill is needed to attach additional parts.
21. Independent operating parts.
(Figures 15 to 20) Most of the functional parts of the Split Power Engine can be controlled and operated
independently and at different thresholds for greatest efficiency, rotational speed, and/or torque. There is
never an overlapping line-curve for many union parts seeking to accomplish a common task. By operating
each part according to the demand of its affecting and affected neighboring parts, operational precision and
thus fuel efficiency and power is increased. Intake air is pumped from the plenum to the Torquer’s air tanks
for storage. The combustion chamber draws compressed air from the air tank. The combustion chamber
provides power to the rotor and operates independently from the rotor. The muffler is a free flow device
independent from the rotor and combustion chamber, and does not create backpressure. The catalytic
converter is located on the top, and optionally bottom, of the rotor, and the catalytic grid design does not
allow the exhaust to create backpressure into the muffler. The alternator is also a starter motor and
operates independently from the combustion chamber. The various fan blades can be fixed to the main
shaft or be operated by individual motors designed into the shaft. The supercharger compressor
attachment module and all of the attachment modules can operate directly by the engine shaft or with its
own motor and at varying rotational speeds from the engine.
(Drawings pg. 3 & 4) The 4 stroke engine is connected to at least 9 separate devices via a belt and is
connected to other moving parts such as timing gears via gears. The rotary engine likewise is connected to
numerous devices via a belt as it is placed in a body similar to the 4 stroke engine. The turbine engine has its
turbine connected to the compressors and intake fan. All three engines combine the operations of intake,
compression, expansion (power) and exhaust which reduce overall engine efficiency because each phase
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requires different levels of operation at any given time yet they are connected and forced to operate at such
levels.
22. Maximum combustion power.
(Figure 5a & 5b) All Torquers can provide simultaneous power to the rotor if needed. This feature is good
for immediate power demands such as a spike in electricity demand or in an aggressive flight maneuver.
Currently, grid based electricity cannot be stored practicality. In order to meet a spike in electricity demand
a number of generators stay in motion while producing disposable, minimum or no electricity. This is due to
the fact that it takes time for large generator to reach the necessary speed to counteract the voltage forces
produced.
The Split Power Engine, because it stores inertial energy within its flywheel rotor can absorb high electricity
demand spikes. As the rotor starts to decrease in speed due to the counteracting spike load, the
determined number, up to all combustion chambers, can fire in order to maintain and bring the rotor back
to its original speed to service not only its original electric load but any new long or short lived loads.
In 12, 8 and 6 cylinder 4 stroke engines, a maximum of 3 pistons exist in the power stroke phase at different
positions. This creates a variety of force-times. In a 6 cylinder engine, the 3 pistons overlap 34.5% of a full
145 degree power stroke, and in a 8 cylinder engine the 3 pistons overlap 75.9% of a full 145 degree power
stroke. With a rotary engine in a stacked series configuration, the power strokes are not 100%
simultaneous, but in a 4 engine configuration, only 2 are in the power stroke at any one time. The
combustion chambers of turbine engines typically are all in operation simultaneously.
23. Multiple force power sources.
(Figure 5c) In the Split Power Engine, 5 pressure modes can exist with one fuel type. 1. Ignition combustion
which involves fuel, a spark and air. 2. Compression Combustion which involves just fuel and air. This is
without a spark plug and the temperature inside the combustion chamber must reach the auto-ignition
temperature of the fuel which for gasoline is 536 degrees Fahrenheit. 3. Compressed air. The compressed
air which is automatically heated due to compression along with the residual heat from the walls of the
combustion chamber produce a minimum amount of force. 4. Steam Pressure. One of the byproducts of
combustion is water. This water is captured by the water capture tank just under the rotor-torquer gap and
can be pumped to a Torquer’s combustion chamber where its temperature (and pressure) can be increased
by residual heat to produce an amount of force. 5. Recirculated Exhaust. This exhaust can be useful due to
the increased oxygen density of the nitric oxides and thus can create combustion with less fuel. These
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methods are to be utilized with varying degrees of operation of the double sliding gate doors of the
combustion chamber.
4 stroke and rotary engines must utilize additional piping and devices beyond the standard engine design to
utilize other means of creating a power stroke. Land based turbines may benefit from engine byproduct use
but in aircraft based turbines the air must flow straight through the engine body.
24. Material Cooling.
(Figures 10 & 13) Cooling is mainly a requirement due to material properties. The Split Power Engine is
mainly air cooled but can optionally be water cooler. Each combustion chamber in each Torquer in the Split
Power Engine is individually cooled by outdoor air. The heated air can then be ejected out of the side of the
engine, reused in the combustion chamber or drawn into the power muffler to provide heat to the rotor.
Catalytic converter processes require heat to initiate the oxidation/reduction reactions. The rotor can be
made of many different materials with the key specification being heavy enough to provide correct inertial
forces and heat retention. An outer rim using a graphite high tension ring (Figure 7b) is useful if the rotor
material is such that it deforms or plasticizes.
4 stroke and rotary engines require cavities within the mass of engine block through which cooling fluid
flows. In a turbine engine the fuel nozzles are air cooled. Because of the extreme temperatures of the
turbine, exotic metals are regularly utilized due to the thin blades which lack mass to absorb the high heat.
25. Noise suppression.
(Figures 13) The combustion process is essentially a controlled explosion. Explosions make noise due to the
rapid expansion of gasses through air which is accompanied by a release of energy in an extreme manner.
Exhaust pipe length and size, resonators and mufflers do a great job in lowering the loud sound which
propagates from the exhaust port of today’s car engines. The muffler is an acoustic device that essentially
works by cancelling out sound waves via destructive interference wherein opposite sound waves cancel
each other out. The unavoidable side effect of this noise reduction is a restriction of the exhaust gas flow,
which creates back pressure and as a consequence decreases engine efficiency.
The power muffler in the Split Power Engine can absorb greater quantities of exhaust gases and thus greater
quantities of sound due to the relatively large ring design of the power muffler. Sound entry into a larger
chamber creates a less dense and less intense sound.
In 4 stroke and stacked rotary engines, multiple exhaust gas pulses from multiple exhaust ports must enter
into a single or double exhaust pipe via a manifold. Even though Turbines do not have a contained explosion
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which creates the loud pulses like that of a cycle type engine, Turbines have no major means to muffling
sound and have a characteristic whine that can be hard to suppress.
26. Throttle and power response.
In general flywheels have poor power response time in both accelerating and decelerating scenarios. This is
due to rotational inertia. For electricity based applications, capacitors are able to satisfy any immediate
spike in power demand. For direct rotational shaft aerospace applications such as VTOLs, the ideal solution
for immediate acceleration, altitude adjustments, and maneuvering is the use of variable blade pitch fans.
As stall angle wing shapes range from 15 to 18 degrees, a VTOL’s fans operating at a low angle of attack and
then being shifted to the higher angles presents the most immediate amount of thrust due to the fact that
more air is being moved per unit time. This in turn compresses the air more rapidly than a, lower angle of
attack-engine rpm increase combo, and provides a more solid ground effect cushion. Once the desired
altitude or velocity is reached, and in sight of the altered rotational inertia, the fan blade angle can be
reduced back towards its original smaller angle thus making allowance for the future potential of other
performance demanding scenarios.
4 stroke engines and rotary engines, due to the small moment arm and thus low rotational mass, can
respond to immediate changes in power demand. However the lack of their ability to store rotational
energy reduces efficiency for electricity based applications. For small fan VTOL applications, 4 stroke and
rotary engines lack the power to lift the aircraft because of the simultaneous high torque and rotational
speed requirements. Turbines are less responsive to changes in power demand compared to 4 stroke and
rotary engines. Although turbines may have high rotational speeds and a relatively large turbine diameter,
the turbine lacks mass and most importantly perimeter edge mass to create the necessary inertia needed
for sustained higher horsepower. This leaves the turbine’s rotational torque being created mainly by
combustion pressure and not rotational inertia.
27. Startup time.
Startup time for an engine is crucial depending on the application. The Split Power Engine utilizes its
onboard starter motor as the alternator and vice versa and it contains onboard storage devices such as
batteries and/or capacitors to power such. Upon engine startup, the electric motor function is engaged and
starts to bring the rotor up to the desired speed while the electric load is supplied. As this occurs
combustion sequences are started and the rotor is brought up to an even greater speed. At this time the
motor coverts back to an alternator and recharges the storage devices. Utilizing these methods can
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decrease the startup time. For electricity spike demand applications, electron storage devices such as
batteries and capacitors should be used to provide electricity prior to the electric motor in the Split Power
Engine being used. Modules as shown in Figure 18c & 18d can be used. For VTOL applications, the fan
blades should be set to zero degree angle of attack for no torque loads which allows for faster lift off.
4 stroke engines and rotary engines have zero startup time due to the lack of crankshaft and rotor mass
respectively. Turbines have a sizable startup time relative to 4 stroke engines. All three require external
starter devices which adds to the footprint of the engine and lack of streamlined form factor.
28. Idling.
For ground transportation, engine idling both in parked mode and at stop signals creates large amounts of
emission pollution. It also increases fuel costs and increases overall engine wear. It is said that an idling car
uses between 1/5 and 7/10 of a gallon of fuel an hour and an idling diesel truck burns approximately one
gallon of fuel an hour. Such waste reduces overall fuel efficiency. It is also said that for every 10 minutes an
engine is off, one pound of carbon dioxide is not released. Some newer technologies either turn the engine
off or switch to operating fewer cylinders. It is also said that between $70 and $650+ a year is lost to idling.
The stored rotational energy in the Split Power Engine’s rotor allows the combustion chambers to remain
inactive while providing charging power to batteries or capacitors which then provides power to the electric
motors which propels the car. This makes it the ideal hybrid vehicle solution. In flight idling can be used
during VTOL landing because the rotational energy stored in the rotor will allow the aircraft to land gently at
particular low heights, +/- 5 to 20 feet above ground. Over the course of several landings these small fuel
saving techniques can add up in financial savings and increase overall fuel efficiency.
4 stroke engines and rotary engines are more efficient at certain temperatures and idling at certain events
makes sense. Also if the vehicle or device is cutting on and off automatically, wear and tear on ignition
switches and starters will reduce any advantages. Turbine engines are less efficient than 4 stroke engines at
idle speed due to the open combustion chambers and shaft connection to the compressor.
29. Manufacturing Costs.
Machining metal costs more than forming or stamping metal. It is said that savings from 50% to 100% can
be achieved by forming over machining. Whereas machining generates a large volume of waste material
and is slow, forming and metal stamping generates minimum waste and requires time measured in seconds
as opposed to longer times with machining.
4 stroke engines are large blocks of metal which require precise boring and tooling. Chambers for coolant
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must also be bored out. Likewise with rotary engines. Turbines require use of many precision machined
exotic materials for the blades to withstand the high heat and require manual placement.
The Split Power Engine utilizes relatively small independent Torquers in which the combustion chambers are
essentially simple short tubes that can be turned on a single to double axis lathe. Many of the rest of the
parts are formed metal. 3d printing may also be beneficial. The rotor being a single disc can be cast or
machined using a single axis milling machine or large vertical lathe. Although the Split Power Engine may
have more parts, the parts are uniform (in the case of the round design of the engine) and duplicated (in the
case of the Torquers.
30. Moving parts.
(Figures 2, 8, 10 & 11) Fewer moving parts allows for less wear and tear and maintenance. The Split Power
Engine has a single rotor. The combustion chambers utilize sliding gates and are electromagnetically
operated. Additionally, gate designs like the wedge gate design need no seals and can eliminate friction and
thus eliminate wear. The single rotor can operate on oil bearings or oil free using electromagnetic bearings.
A 4 stroke engine has around 25 moving parts which create heat, create wear and reduce efficiency. Most
paramount are the piston seals which keep the fuel from mixing with the oil and for maintaining the
vacuum. The crankshaft which requires oil to reduce friction on the piston rods is connected to gears which
connect to other moving devices such as the alternator and poppets. Although the rotary engine only has
only two moving parts, it has many seal failure points. Failure of one seal increases pollution due to fuel and
oil mixing and reduces fuel efficiency. The turbine operates on a single shaft but the turbine being linked to
the compressor reduces performance at certain speeds and thus efficiency. Multi-shaft turbines are used to
negate these effects. The inefficiencies in turbines occur over time with wear and corrosion on the edges of
the many blades which affect laminar air flow over the blades.
31. Fuels.
The decision to use a particular type of fuel is primarily based on fuel efficiency and power followed by cost.
Each fuel has its individual stoichiometric point and the quantity of available oxygen determines this
efficiency. For gasoline its 14.7 to 1 or 14.7 pounds of air for every 1 pound of fuel in order for complete
combustion to take place. Each Torquer in the Split Power Engine has its own air pump which leads to an air
tank. Whatever fuel type is being used, the engine’s computer can meter out the correct air density to be
allowed into the combustion chamber. This allows the engine to operate in line with the weather seasons
and fueling location, for greatest initial fuel cost savings, pollution reduction and power.
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Because the cylinder volume is fixed and because they are naturally aspirated, 4 stroke engines in general
operate only on gasoline while diesel engines have a wider variety. The Rotary engine due to its ever
changing combustion area volume can operate on various fuels but with varying degrees of efficiency
success. Turbine engines can also operate on a variety of fuels with varying degrees of efficiency.
The conclusion is that if an engine cannot fill the combustion chamber with the correct air-fuel ratio then it
cannot achieve the greatest efficiency. Fuel temperature is also a factor which only a variable air mass
combustion chamber can achieve.
32. Pollution.
In theory, combustion engines should not have to produce pollution (although excessive atmospheric
carbon dioxide, what we humans exhale, create environmental problems). The byproduct of a perfect
combustion process of gasoline and oxygen is water, carbon dioxide, and heat. But in practice this process is
not perfect not only due to the lack of complete burn but because gasoline and air contain other elements
and molecular compounds.
The Split Power Engine as expressed in this application utilizes a multitude of techniques to reduce fuel
consumption to increase power efficiency and combustion completeness.
All of these techniques however large or small can take engine efficiency from the current 30% standard
towards the 73% benchmark limit. Greater efficiency means more power and thus more work out of a
quantity of fuel which means less pollution.
The inefficiencies of the 4 stroke, the rotary and the turbine engine are fixed. Although there are additional
devices and operational techniques that can reduce emissions and increase efficiency, the core engine
design is fixed and additions only introduce more costs with limited pollution reduction and increased power
loss.
Sulfur is a naturally occurring component of crude oil and is found in both gasoline and diesel. When
burned, sulfur is emitted as sulfur dioxide (SO2) and is a toxic gas. Sulfur dioxide emissions are a precursor
to acid rain and atmospheric particulates. Sulfur acts as a lubricant and a corrosion protectant for metals as
used in fuel injectors, fuel pumps and gas tanks. Figure 17e. The Split Power Engine has attachments which
can capture many pollutants.
33. Lubrication
(Figures 8, 11 & 12) Two or more parts that move against each other causes friction, and friction causes
heat and wear, and wear causes failure. There are two main solutions with a third potential. Utilize a
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lubricator such as oil or use a non-contact opposing means such as magnetic bearings. The third potential is
to have wear resistant parts that wear down very slowly and don’t generate substantial heat. Lubricants
become less effective when contaminated. Lubrication can be contaminated by dust and dirt from the
intake air and metal particles from the friction of parts. Also from the combustion products of water, acids,
soot and carbon, and fuel dilution.
In the Split Power Engine, the main area of lubrication concern is the central axle. Such is lubricated with a
pump which meters out lubrication to the support bearings. The oil in this area is protected from dust and
dirt and combustion product contamination due to a protected single axle design. The fan blades in
operation with the central axle can be designed to operate independently with magnetic or oil bearings or
be fixed to the axle in which case no bearings are needed. The only other area in which moving parts must
come in frequent contact with one other are the gates of the combustion chamber. Lubrication or low
friction parts for the gates could be used or a lubrication free wedge gate design could be used.
4 stroke engines must use a larger quantity of oil in order to keep the crankshaft and pistons properly
lubricated. Combustion products contaminate the oil via the side walls of the combustion chamber. Rotary
engines by design consume and burn oil due to the fact that oil is directly injected into the combustion
chamber to lubricate the seals. This design not only increases operational costs due to the fact that the
burned oil must be more quickly replaced, but also environmental pollution via unburned hydrocarbons, etc.
Turbines have low lubricating oil cost and consumption due to the single moving rotor.
Oil use and replacement must be taken into account when determining the overall consumption and thus
efficiency cost of any engine.
34. Waste heat.
(Figures 2 & 6) In theory, the ideal engine’s exhaust temperature would be that of its surroundings meaning
that all of the useful pressure from combustion heat has been utilized. However because the exhaust does
not and should not contain a substantial amount of combustible molecules its use is limited and therefore
must be expelled. This expulsion of any heat above the surrounding external engine temperature results in
energy inefficiency. The Split Power Engine has several ways in which this waste heat becomes useful. The
first method is that the waste heat can be used to increase the temperature of fuel by being routed through
the horizontal exhaust ducts which are adjacent to the fuel tanks. The second method is that the waste heat
can be routed to the recirculated hot exhaust air tank in which its remaining energy can be released from
the combustion chamber. A third method is that the exhaust can continue downward into a turbo charger
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attachment (FIG. 17f) in order to provide rotational force to blades to power an air pump which then pumps
clean compressed air back up into the engine for use in the combustion chamber. The compressed air has
more oxygen per unit volume than atmospheric air and can provide more combustion force.
4 stroke and rotary engines can use turbochargers to introduce compressed air back into the engine.
Although some efficiency is lost due to exhaust backpressure, more power is gained from the introduction of
more oxygen into the combustion chamber resulting in a net power increase. Turbines, particularly in
aircrafts dissipate waste heat almost entirely in the exhaust to add to thrust. All of the engines in land based
applications can utilize the heat for heating a building thus increasing efficiency.
35. Vibration.
(Figure 8) Vibration contributes not only to noise but also leads to a reduction in part life, engine function
and operational reliability of the powered apparatus. Vibration from rotation is essentially an imbalance of
the center of gravity and such creates a loss of energy. The higher the rotational speed and torque, the
higher the imbalance and thus the higher the destructive forces. The Split Power Engine uses a single
weighted rotor which can dampen certain imbalances. Additionally the central axle can be adjusted on both
the x and y axis’.
4 stroke engines because of the reciprocating nature of multiple pistons acting upon a single crankshaft have
vibration. This vibration is minimize by use of a crankshaft counterweight. Rotary engines have minimum
vibration due to its single shaft design in which the eccentric forces cancel out. Turbines have the
smoothest rotation of the three engines due to its single, non reciprocating shaft design.
36. Power to weight ratio.
4 stroke engines typically have low power to weight to ratios of around and less than 1 horsepower per
pound. Rotary engines have around 1.5 to 2 hp per pound. Turbines have ratios ranging from 2 to 7 hp per
pound.
The Split Power Engine has a high power to weight ratio due to use of the moment arm and unrestricted
rotational speed. The equation for horsepower is RPM x Torque/5252 so engines with high rpms and high
torques will naturally have high power. Although the rotor is weighted, it is weighted for aircraft
performance or energy storage reasons and such weight creates efficiencies in and of itself.
37. CO2 Emissions.
(Figures 16f & 25) Excess carbon dioxide emissions contribute to global warming. Supercritical CO2 starts at
the minimum, critical temperature of 88 degrees F and the critical pressure of 1,071 psi. It expands to fill its
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container like a gas but with a density like that of a liquid. This Supercritical CO2 can then be sold and used
in industries such as food to remove pesticides and metals from crops, dry cleaning as a more
environmentally friendly solvent, extraction solvent in essential oils and industrial cleaning. In combustion
engines a minimum exhaust temperature of 88 degrees is a given. The challenge and thus power reducing
event is the minimum 1,071 psi and can be seen as taking 1,071 pounds of rotational torque away from the
engine. It is therefore a tradeoff between capturing CO2 in a small container under high pressure which
requires energy, capturing CO2 in a large container near atmospheric pressure which is unfeasible for
transportation vehicles or releasing the CO2 into the atmosphere which is said to warm the atmosphere
thus requiring more energy to cool buildings, thus transferring one’s energy use byproducts to others.
The Split Power Engine has two methods to reduce CO2 emissions. The first method is to send some of the
exhaust back to the combustion chamber so that the oxygen in carbon dioxide can be reused. The second is
to allow the exhaust to flow into the Super Critical CO2 Particulate Carbon Caption Module. Doing so would
impart a minimum load of 1,071 pounds of anti-torque on the rotor. This 1,071 pounds can be reduced by
use of the moment arm. For a 2.5 foot radius engine this 1,071 pounds can be reduced to 28.57% for an
anti-torque of 306 pounds. Yet it must be remembered that power consumption is not reduced through use
of the moment arm. Such radius dimension fits within a flying car type vehicle. For land based energy
production applications and larger VTOL aircraft a 10 foot radius engine will reduce the required torque to
9% or 97 pounds of anti-torque. The Super Critical CO2 Particulate Carbon Caption Module operates by
spinning both a radial fan blade (designed not to suck exhaust from the engine) in order to produce outward
radial pressure on the exhaust, and a scoop like blade rotating in the same fashion which captures and
further compresses the exhaust via tangent and radial, inertial pressure and centrifugal force.
4 stroke, rotary and turbine engines due to the lack of ample moment arm could not be both fuel and
rotational power economical in a super critical carbon setup.
38. Closed loop system.
Gasoline comes from oil and oil comes from the ground. Petroleum is a fossil fuel derived from fossilized
organic materials under a low oxygen, high pressure and/or high heat environment. Every 42 gallons of
crude oil yields about 19 U.S. gallons of gasoline. The bulk of gasoline is composed of relatively lightweight
hydrocarbons with between 4 and 12 carbon atoms per molecule. The chemical reaction formula for the
combusting of gasoline and oxygen is 2C8H18 + 25O2 → 16CO2 + 18H2O. 2.2 pounds of octane reacts with
7.73 pounds of oxygen to produce 6.81 pounds of carbon dioxide and 3.13 pounds of water. It took energy
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under unique conditions to formulate the hydrocarbon structure of petroleum. Likewise after a combustion
event it would take an equal amount or more energy to bring the combustion products back to their original
octane and separate oxygen state. Even still, the various other elements and molecules further complicate
these potentials.
Although the Split Power Engine together with one or more of its modular attachments can increase overall
efficiency by capturing and recirculating combustion products, under various levels of loads, such
efficiencies can only move towards the 73% limit for such pre-combustion volume of fuel and not exceed
said limit.
39. Power upgradable.
In general when an engine is designed and built, an unalterable core device exists. The combustion chamber
size is fixed and the number of combustion chambers are fixed, being located in a block of metal, the engine
block. This fixed design goes mainly for the 4 stroke and turbine engine and partially for the rotary engine.
However with all three engines, if power increase is sought via attachment of additional combustion
chambers or devices then the footprint of the engine must increase. Although the rotary engines lends itself
to being the most easily modifiable of the three in terms of adding additional chambers, additional supports
and function elements such as fuel lines, oil lines, intake and exhaust pipes, such elements must be
individually installed. The Split Power Engine’s plug-n-run Torquer design allows the engine to be first
acquired with only the minimum number of Torquers which can be two (for rotational balance). The
number of Torquers that an engine can have is ultimately based on the circumference of the rotor and the
effective width-length of a Torquer. Therefore a 5 foot diameter engine can start out with 2 combustion
chambers and hold at its maximum capacity 14 combustion chambers. Even so, combustion chambers
within each Torquer can be of different sizes which can mean more or less Torquers. The option to have the
service pipes installed on initial acquisition or when an upgrade is done is also available. The addition of
these Torquers do not increase the footprint or height of the engine but increases its rotational torque and
speed. Such makes it a truly upgradable engine that can increase horizontal power density while
maintaining the same footprint.
40. Fail safe design.
The Split Power Engine follows a failsafe design in that if one Torquer fails it in no way affects the
performance of the other Torquers or the rotation of the rotor. Because the Torquers sit behind a
protection wall, are fully enclosed, and each has its own over pressure value for the release of any
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dangerously built up gas pressures, at least three major levels of fail-safe features exist (Figure 11a). Also
the Torquers can have a third dormant gate just in case one of the two standard gates fail. It is also possible
to operate the Torquer with just gate 2 without the creation of the velocity head force as discussed in
number 5.-Impulse Force.
Because the 4 stroke engine’s pistons are mechanically linked, pressures can be lost when one or more
cylinders fail. The rotary engine because it operates on the same axis as any other rotary engine, one or
more can be allowed to fail and the combined engine can continue to operate. Because turbines operate on
a single shaft, if a blade or several blades break off, the turbine can still operate (although the blade that
broke loose can damage other blades in the turbine). A 4 stroke and rotary engine having mechanical issues
increases inefficient dead weight that must be rotated at the expense of power loss.
Conclusion
All of these features and design configurations that have been incorporated into the Split Power Engine
allow the goal of getting as close as possible to the 73% efficiency limit a reality. A realistic 20 percentage
point gain from a 30% base efficiency (of the 4 stroke engine) and 10% percentage point gain from a 40%
base efficiency (for turbines) allows an overall realistic target of 50%. The rotary engine is less than 30%
efficient. For comparison, currently the world record for most efficient combined cycle power plant is
62.22% efficiency. Highest simple cycle turbine 46%. Highest simple 4 stroke industrial 20 cylinder diesel
with 2 stage turbocharger is 50%. It can be seen that larger engines are more efficient than smaller engines.
The fuel savings over time will more than cover the additional electronics incorporated into the Split Power
Engine. The list above shows where inefficiencies exist within 4 stroke, rotary and turbine engines and how
the Split Power Engine improves upon them.
There are at least three main areas that hold the greatest potential for increasing the power obtained from
a gallon of gas and thus increasing efficiency substantially. Number (2) 90 degree maximum rotor force.
(3) & (5) Double rotational power- Impulse and Reaction force. And (4) Maximum combustion gas
expansion. The remaining elements are low single digit to fractional increases in efficiency and can be
conservatively estimated to provide an aggregate gain of at least 5 percentage points.
(a) One can deduce from number (2) that the 90 degree tangent power which produces 100% power in the
Split Power Engine compared to the continuously changing 40 degree average power angle which produces
64.3% power in the 4 stroke, rotary, and turbine engine can increase torque by (100% – 64.3%) = 35.7%. If
30% is set as the base achievable efficiency then a 35.7% increase is (30% x 35.7%) = 10.71 percentage
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points resulting in a (30% + 10.71%) = 40.71% efficiency.
(b) What one can deduce from number (3) is that because the rotor maintains a constant high temperature,
that the hot exhaust gases which are forced by impulse into each of its pressure chambers creates a second
gas expansion event in the opposite direction against the Reapers thus creating a reaction turbine action. In
4 stroke, rotary and turbine engines, once the gas passes its point of usefulness, pushes piston down, turns
rotor, and moves past turbine blades respectively, the gas does not provide any more use in the creation of
power. Based on Boyles gas law, Pressure 1 x Volume 1 = Pressure 2 x Volume 2. If we assume that the
combustion chamber has a volume A and the volume (distance) between gate 1, gate 2 and the rotor edge is
equal to volume A, and also the volume of the pressure chamber is equal to volume A, we get an end
pressure of 1/3 of the original combustion chamber pressure. This represents a 33% increase to the
combustion power. Given a proportional reduction in temperature between the original combustion
temperature and the rotor such also would be reduced to 33%. 33% x 33% = 10.89% Given that the design
of a Reaper is to both allow gases to exit and gases to impact its 50% surface area, the 10.89% is reduced to
5.44%.
(c) One can deduce from number (4) that the turbine represents maximum gas expansion potential based
on the fact that only the turbine and not the 4 stroke or rotary’s body can be extended with multiple rows of
turbine blades to take advantage of the energy within a moving ring of exhaust. Whereas the turbine does
this by extending its shaft, the Split Power Engine does this because the gases can create force at multiple
points (pressure chambers) around the rotor perimeter and thus the shaft. As Fig. 22a shows, in order to
bring a 1,500 psi pressure in a 1 square inch cross section combustion chamber to the atmospheric pressure
of 14.7 psi, 25.51 feet is needed. A 4 foot diameter rotor has a circumference of 12.56 feet. This results in
25.51/12.56 = 2.03 rotations per combustion event. Because in practice a single stage (non combined cycle)
turbine has achieved 40% efficiency and the turbine’s length is approximately less than half of said 25.51
feet, this 40% versus 30% (for the 4 stroke) represents a 10 percentage point increase in efficiency. Because
the Split Power Engine can achieve at or better combustion than a turbine engine due to the fully contained
chamber and because it has a free spinning rotor and is not mechanically linked to its compressor, such 10%
point gain can be applied to the 40.71% efficiency of part (a) and the 5.44% efficiency of part (b). Such sums
to 40.71% + 5.44% + 10% = 56.15% final efficiency.
Once the remaining elements such as more complete combustion due to controlled combustion time,
exhaust recapture and the built in turbocharging from the compressed air are factored while subtracting
loss areas such as the alternator which must run the air, fuel and oil pumps, power muffler, axle friction,
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spark plugs, computer, etc., friction and rotor mass, a 50%+ grand total target efficiency will be readily
realized.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
The Split Power Engine is a flat compact and modular combustion engine designed to operate at the highest
possible efficiency. The highest efficiency is 73% based on a 70 degree Fahrenheit average environment
temperature. Several Split Power Engines can be stacked on top of each other to increase power without
expanding the footprint and thus increasing horizontal power density. The engine and its modular
attachments are able to be neatly stacked, one on top of the other, in various order to create more
functions and efficiencies.
The Torquers of the Split Power Engine provide a quick interchangeable and self-contained combustion
chamber means, are plug-n-run and are controlled from a central computer located in a flat compartment
on the top outer edge of the engine. The Torquers contain plug-n-run; fuel, combustion air, combustion
chamber cooling air, electrical and computer connections. The combustion chamber utilizes minimum and
seal free electromagnetic sliding doors to contain the expanding gases until the computer determines by
way of chamber wall temperature, air temperature, air quantity, air element composition, fuel type, fuel
quantity, fuel temperature, chamber pressure and rotor-torquer gap pressure that the combustion is as
complete as possible for the performance desired. Each Torquer also contains one or more pressurized air
tanks containing filtered air for use in the combustion process. These air tanks are filled via a small electric
pump contained in the Torquer although a common pump for multiple Torquer pumps can be installed
within the body of the engine. A recirculated hot exhaust air tank can be attached to each Torquer if more
complete combustion of gases which increases fuel efficiency is necessary.
The rotational power output from the engine is only limited by the space in which the engine can fit within.
A larger rotor diameter means that more Torquers can exist around the rotors circumference thus providing
more power. A larger rotor diameter also means a longer moment arm from the central axle which
multiplies the torque force. The engine contains the best features of the 4 stroke engine (independent
combustion chambers), Wankel rotary engine (stackable in series along the vertical axis), turbine engine
(free spinning turbine with impulse and reaction power) and flywheel (energy storage). In the top layer sits
a magnetized rotor and stator which acts as both a charging alternator and a starter motor. Electron storage
devices such as batteries and/or capacitors exist within this compartment layer support the engine’s
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electronic devices. It contains a sectioned, circular power muffler which sits above the rotor-torquer gap
and regulates exhaust pressure via fans in order to minimize and prevent backpressure to the Torquers thus
eliminating loss of power. It contains, relative to engine diameter, a large diameter area, 2 way and 3 way,
three dimensional grid, zero backpressure catalytic converter so as to maximize the reduction and oxidation
of harmful pollutants as they flow from the rotor-torquer gap, through the power muffler and down onto
the rotor. Three areas of sound resonators, below the rotor-torquer gap, in the power muffler and at the
exhaust exit point assist with lowering as much as possible combustion detonation sounds.
Virtually any functional device that can assist with the operation of the Split Power Engine can be put into
the disc shaped form factor of the Split Power Engine connected to either above or below it, directly or
across several module levels. (FIG. 15a) An alternator module to provide for external electricity. (Fig. 15c)
A fuel module to provide for extra fuel. (FIG. 15d) An air tank module to provide each Torquers’ air tank
with air, which is particularly useful if large quantities of air are consumed quickly. (FIG. 14) A supercharger
module having larger cylinders which can compress air at a higher density which fills the air tank module.
(FIG. 15f) An intercooler module for attachment between a (FIG. 15e) 1st stage supercharger module and a
(FIG. 15g.) 2nd stage supercharger modules for cooling and densifying the air even further. (FIG. 16a) A
counterclockwise rotating Split Power Engine for use with the (FIG. 16b) anti-precession module and (FIG.
16c) clockwise module, for use on aircrafts and other installments to prevent unwanted torque forces due to
changes in the axis of operation. (FIG. 16d) A fuel heating module which connects to the bottom the fuel
module in order to increase the fuel’s temperature via radiant heat toward the vapor point so that fuel
combustion can be quicker and more thorough. (FIG. 16e) A sound resonator module in which exhaust
passes through without obstruction so as to neutralize unwanted sounds. (FIG. 16f) A super critical carbon
dioxide / carbon particulate capture module which may allow for the reduction of soot and carbon
particulates in order to reduce the carbon footprint of the engine. The supercritical CO2 design allowing
carbon dioxide to be compressed into a denser mass to save space and for other engine or external
industrial uses. (FIG. 16g) An oxygen-nitrogen-hydrogen (constituents of air) module which draws from the
carbon capture module and pushes such combination to tanks or the engine. (FIG. 17a) A catalytic converter
module which allows for the reduction of nitrogen oxides to nitrogen and oxidation of carbon monoxide to
carbon dioxide and unburnt hydrocarbons to carbon dioxide and water. (FIG. 17b) An oxygen tank module
for leaner fuel burns. (FIG. 17c) A nitrogen tank module for smoother combustion. (FIG. 17d) An exhaust
tank module to store compressed exhaust that may not be clean enough or for further use. (FIG. 17e) A
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centrifugation molecule separation module for consolidation and extraction to other modules of the
products of combustion which are nitrogen dioxide, carbon dioxide, nitrogen monoxide, carbon monoxide,
water, oxygen, nitrogen, carbon and hydrogen. (FIG. 17f) A turbocharger module powered by engine
exhaust. (FIG. 17g) And an electric transformer module for connection to the alternator module which
converts the electric output to a particular voltage. (FIG. 18a) A water steam tank module. (FIG. 18b) A
universal plug module. (FIG. 18c) A battery/capacitor module. (FIG. 18d) An electric motor module to assist
in startup events. (FIG. 18e) A muffler module for further sound reduction. (FIG. 18f) A turbine compressor
module. (FIG. 18g) A transmission gear module for manipulating torque and rpm. (FIG. 19a) A rectifier
module for converting alternating current to direct current. (FIG. 19b) An inverter module for converting
direct current to alternating current. (FIG. 19c) A flywheel energy storage module for expanded rotational
energy storage requirements. (FIG. 19d) An electric cable module which allows a power cord to be wound
and unwound in a flat format of the engine. (FIG. 19e) A circuit breaker module. (FIG. 19f) A fuel filter
module for additional cleaning of extra dirty fuel. (FIG. 20a) A thermal electric module so as to convert
exhaust heat from the engine into electricity by non-mechanical means. (FIG. 20b) An anti-precession disc
module which can be used to more precisely minimize precession with or without a second counter rotating
engine and anti-precession module. (FIG. 20c) A waste heat building heating module for drawing out the
remaining heat from the exhaust to use for heating. (FIG. 20d) An air filter module for additional cleaning of
extra dirty air. (FIG. 20e) An exhaust flow control module which regulated the speed of exhaust from the
engine. Such can prevent backpressure especially when multiple modules are attached for the engine. The
Split Power Engine can be developed in a large variety of sizes ranging from 1 foot in diameter to 20 or more
feet in diameter.
Electricity.
The Split Power Engine can provide electricity to buildings, ground vehicles, marine vehicles and hybrid
aircrafts. Today’s electric generators and engines are block like masses which may have hoses, wires, pipes
and parts emanating out of them going in various directions to individual devices. When the hood of a car is
opened, the view is of a complicated mass. Repairing one element of an the engine can possibly mean
having to detach and extract other parts and devices to get to it, maybe removing even the engine itself.
Such removal and repair requires professional skills and tools. The modular design of the Split Power Engine
provides a clean, sleek, functional and attractive combustion engine. These features lend itself to a compact
engine design which can be installed in not just one vehicle but easily removed and installed in another
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vehicle or used for an entirely different purpose such as powering a building with the simple stacking of an
alternator module and a transformer module. The alternator module may produce its built in 12 volts and
the transformer module can change it to 120 or 240 volts. Today’s portable generators may output a set 12,
120 or 240 volts, yet globally voltages range from 100, 110, 115, 127, 220, and 230 volts in combination with
the 50 and/or 60 Hertz frequency. With most of today’s portable generators, the alternator is permanently
attached to the engine. The Split Power Engine will allow one universal engine (serving as the prime
rotational mover) to be distributed, and separate transformer attachments (or a variable transformer)
corresponding to an area’s voltage and frequency needs, can be attached with ease in any nation globally.
Globally there are 14 residential electrical plug types from Type A to Type N. The universal plug module can
be attached if the engine will be moved from nation to nation. With a target efficiency of 50% without
module attachments, the Split Power Engine will be not only cleaner to operate but cheaper to operate.
Aerospace
The Split Power Engine can provide aircrafts with vertical takeoff and lift capabilities. Although hybrid gaselectric aircrafts are one option, the Split Power Engine can provide rotational power directly through
connected shafts. It is uniquely designed for VTOLs or vertical takeoff and lift aircrafts. Although helicopters
have been around and successful since the first one flew in 1936, the Focke-Wulf Fw 61, small diameter fan
aircrafts have been ever elusive. Whereas a typical 7 person 4,450 pound helicopter may have a blade
diameter of 37 feet and a disc area of 1,075 square feet allowing it to have an engine power for the main
rotor of 530 horsepower (630 hp which includes tail rotor), with a rotational speed of around 626 rpm, a
compact car sized VTOL of similar weight proves much more difficult. A true roadable flying car weighing
4,450 pounds would have only 4 fans in which the fan area totals only 23.76 square feet. Because fan area is
a component of air velocity, the smaller the diameter, the faster the fan must turn to move the same
amount of air per unit time. The equation for horsepower is Torque x RPM / 5252. As one can see, even if
torque which is the weight of the vehicle remains the same, if the RPM changes then so does the
horsepower. For the flying car the RPM at 10,000 feet comes to 3,229 which puts the horsepower at 2,736.
Thus for the same weight the flying car requires over 2,736/530 = 5x the horsepower. Because there is
nothing that can be done to change the RPM (except increasing fan area which is not the goal) and there is
nothing that can be done to change the weight, then torque must be manipulated and redistributed. The
moment arm feature of the Split Power Engine allows for a 70% reduction in “direct” torque based on a 4.5
foot diameter rotor (the width of a car being limited to 6.5 feet). 4,450 x (1-.70) = 1,335 pounds which is the
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amount force that is now needed due to the moment arm. If the intent is to match the horsepower of said
helicopter example, the torque would be 862 pounds. This would require the diameter of the rotor to be
about 8.5 feet and accounting for Torquers and engine body, a 12 foot aircraft width would suffice. Thus the
37+ foot (blade plus takeoff/landing clearance) footprint of the helicopter is over 3x that of a flying car of
the same horsepower. The Split Power Engine is the essential component to an effective small fan VTOL.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES
Dwgs 1 – 30. see drawings
DESCRIPTION OF FIGURE REFERENCE NUMERALS
see drawings
DETAILED DESCRIPTION – Preferred Embodiment
see drawings
DETAILED DESCRIPTION of OPERATION – Preferred Embodiment
Aerospace
In the Preferred Operational Embodiment of the Split Power Engine for use in VTOLs, there is a counter
clockwise rotating engine and a clockwise rotating engine with an anti-precession module sandwiched
between. The aircraft’s computer processes information from aircraft sensors such as weight, fuel type,
current altitude, air humidity, air density, air oxygen/nitrogen content, air temperature, distance of height,
cruise altitude, desired aircraft cruise speed in sight of time, and aggressiveness of flight performance, and
sends this information to flight computer of the engine. The air pumps within each Torquer fill the Torquer’s
air tanks with air drawn in from the lower intake plenum ring. Each of the fans connected by shaft to the
anti-precession module power shaft is set to 0 angle of attack so that no downward thrust and thus no antitorque (i.e. engine load) is created. This allows rotor to achieve maximum rotational speed and inertia.
The alternator rotor of the engine is electrified by engine batteries/capacitors and becomes a motor thus
turning the central axle, the main power shaft. The combustion chamber of each Torquer is filled with the
calculated amount of air and within the calculated number of combustion chambers a quantity of fuel is
sprayed and ignited by the spark plug. At a set time and according to the combustion chamber temperature
and pressure, the first gate is opened and then the second gate is opened. Once a certain decrease in
chamber pressure is reached, gate 1 is closed and then gate 2 is closed. Gate 1 is then opened. The exhaust
gas in the chamber is sucked out by power muffler into the torquer exhaust ring. Gate 1 is then closed and
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the combustion chamber is then filled again with air and the process is repeated according to the
determined time frame. As the gas leaves the torquer bridge and goes across the rotor-torquer gap, it
enters into the pressure chamber of the rotor causing the rotor to spin (even more). The alternator motor
converts back to an alternator to keep the batteries/capacitors charged. As gas enters the pressure
chamber the rotor heats up. As the gas expands it cools and its pressure decreases. Subsequent Torquers
throughout the rotation likewise release exhaust into the pressure chambers. As the pressure chambers
reach maximum pressure, the exhaust (called re-exhaust) reenters back into the rotor-torquer gap. A
portion of this exhaust creates a force against the catalytic reaction surface of the Reaper and the other
portion moves into cavities within the Reaper and is pulled upwards into the power muffler by the power
muffler’s fans. As the exhaust is forcefully removed from the power muffler by the fans, it is pushed at an
angle downward onto the 3D vertical grid of 2 and 3 way catalytic chambers. The chambers reduce nitrogen
oxides to nitrogen, and cause the oxidation of carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide, and the oxidation of
unburnt hydrocarbons to carbon dioxide and water. This exhaust is additionally pressed downward into the
catalytic chambers and rotor face by the upper variable pitch cooling fan. An additional purpose of the
upper variable pitch cooling fan and the lower variable pitch cooling fan is to cool the rotor on both sides.
The exhaust then flows downward through the exhaust shaft in which downward motion is assisted by any
incoming air from the upper variable pitch exhaust fan and the lower variable pitch exhaust fan. The blades
of all of the variable blade fans can be adjusted to manipulate the volume of air flow. At the bottom center
ring of the engine surrounding the axle is the sound resonator. From here the exhaust can continue through
the sound resonator and into the environment or can enter into the top of one of the engines several
attachments. If the engine is placed on a solid surface, exhaust can exit through one of several horizontal
exhaust ducts. The result is that the rotor turns and stores unused rotational energy through inertia. At
both the top and bottom of the central axle sits a female shaft connector in which a male shaft connector
can be inserted. These male shaft connectors transfer rotational power to other shafts and modules.
The ideal configuration is that shafts within a VTOL aircraft lead from the Split Power Engine to variable
blade pitch fans. Because the rotor is meant to operate at the highest possible RPM without regulation, a
variable blade pitch fan is necessary. Thus while maintaining a high rotational speed, the angle of attack of
the fan blade can be increased in order to increase air flow and thus aircraft lift. Utilization of a variable
pitch blade fan is significant. At sea level, a blade angle of 5 degrees produces 1,111 pounds of thrust
whereas a blade angle of 15 to 18 degrees (18 being the stall point) produces 1,933 pounds of thrust, given a
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fan diameter of 33 inches and a rotational speed of 2,771 RPM. It is clear that a blade angle of 0 degrees
would produce 0 thrust at any rotational speed. Having a central power shaft for the 2 and ideally 4 or more
lift fans needed for VTOLs is paramount to hover stability due to the fact that independently powered fans
create both positive and negative inertial reinforcing rocking motions.
Forward flight can be achieved from the same engine set with the shaft being connected to horizontally
positioned variable pitch blade fans This allows 100% cycle engine utilization.
Electricity
Utilization of the Split Power Engine for electricity operates in the same manner for aircrafts except the
engine connects to alternators and transformers.
Engine Control
The Split Power engine can be controlled from the built in computer screen or it can be controlled from a
remote computer via Ethernet or wirelessly via a phone or device.

CONCLUSION, RAMIFICATIONS and SCOPE
In conclusion, the Split Power Engine utilizing all of the positive aspects of the 4 stroke, the turbine, the
Wankel rotary engine and the flywheel and enhancing them while eliminating the many of the negative
aspects allows the combustion engine baseline of 30% efficiency to be increased substantially towards the
73% practical limit with 50%+ being an ideal and practical goal. The ramifications in terms of financial
savings as well as pollution reduction and preservation of non-renewable resources is great with the
technology of this application. Its use in aerospace to provide vertical lifting capabilities is paramount.

ADDITIONAL EMBODIMENTS and RAMIFICATIONS
In addition to the Preferred Embodiment there are other embodiments and ramifications to which this
invention can be applied with no limitation to the following. These devices and the methods incorporated
herein can be utilized in any electricity or rotational power demand scenario.

OTHER EMBODIMENTS and RAMIFICATIONS
The procedures, elements and assemblies described herein and any changes made in the steps or the
sequence of steps of the methods described herein can be made without departing from the spirit and
scope of the invention as defined in the future claims.
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FIG. 2a
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Prior Art
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Prior Art
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FIG. 5c
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FIG. 7a
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FIG. 9a
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FIG. 10a
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FIG. 11a
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or air tank port
oil tube
14.7 psi x ratio
(from oil pump)
engine to engine torsion lock
compressed air

valve

FIG.14b

compression

intake
atmosphere
14.7 psi

FIG.14a

air tube
plenum

piston

stretch seal

crankshaft

air inlet port

cylinder

air filter
piston

oil pump

connecting rod

oil reservoir

optional
vertical
door
solenoid

FIG. 14c

FIG. 14b

piston

FIG.14c

cylinder

connecting rod

computer control
panel

cylinder

plenum
stretch seal

optional intake fan
to cylinder
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FIG.15a

Alternator Module
stator

s

r

r

s

r

r

rotor

s
rotor

stator

s

outlet box
c air

FIG.15b

c air

Engine Module

rotor

h air
w air
h air

c air
h air

c air
h air

wastegate alternative

FIG.15c
Fuel Module

fuel tank

torque transfer shaft
donut tank

cooling fins

FIG.15d

Air Tank Module

compressed air tank

blow-off valve

FIG.15e

higher pressure air

Super Charger
Compressor
Module
(2nd stage)

compression

intake

Turbo
Compounding
optional motor for precise cooling

air intake

fan

FIG.15f
Intercooler
Module

heated
air out

intake

air tubes

FIG.15g
Super
Charger
Compressor
Module
(1st stage)

intake

compression

atmosphere 14.7 psi
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FIG.16a
Counter
Clockwise
Module

c air
c air

rotor

h air
w air
h air

Torquer

c air
h air

c air
h air

horizontal shaft bevel gear

FIG.16b

vertical shaft bevel gear

Anti-Precession
Module
(aircrafts)

oil pump and filter

shaft
coupling

power shaft
(inserted)

power shaft

oil box

c air
c air

FIG.16c

h air

Clockwise
Module

w air
h air

rotor

Torquer

resonator

fuel tank

c air
h air

c air
h air

radiant heat

FIG.16d

exhaust

optional
exit

Fuel
Heating
Module

exhaust
fan

movable louvers

FIG.16e

torque
transfer shaft
perforated metal sheet rings

exhaust
tubes filed with heat storing material

Sound Resonator
Module

sound
absorbing
material

sound wave

FIG.16f

ionizing element

exhaust

rotating radial fan
(electric motor optional)
ion repeller

Super Critical CO2/
Particulate Carbon
Capture Module

see Figs. 24

(Air) OxygenNitrogen

FIG.16g

Oxygen /
Nitrogen/
Hydrogen Module

polarized conductor rods to break carbon-oxygen bonds
magnet (interacts with moving ion fields)
centrifuge polarized collection cylinder
carbon ion particles attach to cylinder
air pump
and filter
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honeycomb
catalytic
block

exhaust fins

exhaust from engine

FIG.17a
Catalytic
Converter
Module

exhaust overflow
stator

fan blade

FIG.17b

rotor

torque transfer shaft

oxygen tank

Oxygen Tank
Module

cooling fins

FIG.17c

nitrogen tank

Nitrogen Tank
Module

FIG.17d
Exhaust Tank
Module

exhaust tank

track

moving element detector and vacuum head

(exhaust compressed by compressor module)

FIG.17e

Centrifugation
Molecule
Separation
Module

see Figs. 24

NO2 CO2

NO CO

H2O

O

N

C

H

NO2 CO2

NO CO

H2O

O

N

C

H

molecules/elements

fresh compressed air
to engine

arm

exhaust

wastegate channel

FIG.17f

Turbo Charger
Module

heat shield

fan blades

FIG.17g

Electric Transformer
Module

transformer
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steam to engine

FIG.18a

steam tank

Water Steam
Tank Module

donut tank

water tank

exhaust circulated around water tank

exhaust

FIG.18b
Universal Plug
Module

sockets around outside
edge of module

+

FIG.18c

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Battery/Capacitor
Module

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

FIG.18d

stator

Electric Motor
Module
chambers

_

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

arm

rotor

rotor

stator

exhaust

pipes

FIG.18e
Muffler Module
atmosphere air intake

FIG.18f

exhaust
through module

holes

Turbine
Compressor
Module
compressed air to engine

gear designed as a rim,
allows exhaust through

optional exhaust
route

movable and
fixed position gears

FIG.18g
Transmission
Module

optional exhaust route

speeds up or slows down rotation relative to engine shaft
and proportionally increases or reduces torque output
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FIG. 19a

Rectifier Module
usb/dc plug

Direct Current output

FIG. 19b

capacitors

Alternating Current input
transformer

capacitors

Inverter Module

Alternating Current output

FIG. 19c

Flywheel
Energy Storage
Module

FIG. 19d

Electric Cable
Module

exhaust through duct

Direct Current input

flywheel mass

adjustable bearing

reel motor inside cable loop

plug/connector

FIG. 19e

electric cable (or hose)

Circuit Breaker
Module

circuit breaker
fuel out to engine

FIG. 19f

Fuel Filter Module
fuel dispersion tray
fuel in from fuel tank

fuel pump

filter

heat shield
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hot air duct
cool air duct

exhaust from engine

semi conductor thermocouple

DC connection
+ _

cooler air enters

FIG. 20a
Thermal Electric
Module
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warmed air exits
fan blade
sucks in cooler air

rotor arm

FIG. 20b
Anti-Precession
Disc Module

multiple discs can be added
for precession balancing

FIG. 20c

Waste Heat
Building Heating
Module

electric fan motor

disc

exhaust

exhaust
hot air exit to building duct

intake air

sealed exhaust ducts
cleaner air out to engine

optional air pull fan (self powered or powered by shaft)

FIG. 20d

Air Filter Module
air in

filter

exhaust

FIG. 20e

Exhaust Flow
Control Module

motor

motor controls speed of fan blades and thus exhaust pressure
optional connection to shaft

fan blades
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Moment Arm Torque

Reapers which deflect rotor pressure chamber
re-exhaust maintain 90 degree torque angle as rotor turns

9 feet (actual feet)

FIG. 21a
FIG. 21b

re-exhaust
reaction force

2 feet

load

10 feet
(moment arm feet)

re-exhaust
5 degrees

Angular Torque

90o

100 lbs sin 90 degrees = 100 lbs (maximum)
100 lbs sin 80 degrees = 98.5 lbs
100 lbs sin 70 degrees = 94 lbs
100 lbs sin 60 degrees = 86.6 lbs
100 lbs sin 50 degrees = 76.6 lbs
100 lbs sin 40 degrees = 64.3 lbs
100 lbs x 0 feet = 0 torque
100 lbs sin 30 degrees = 50 lbs
100 lbs sin 20 degrees = 34.2 lbs
point of torque resistance = 1
100 lbs sin 10 degrees = 17.4 lbs
100 lbs sin 5 degrees = 8.7 lbs
.166 feet (2 inches)
100 lbs sin 0 degrees = 0 lbs

90o

90o

Force x sin 90
= Force x 1

Force x sin 90
= Force x 1

rotor edge
rotational
direction

reapers

Torquer

-100 lbs x (1+ .2 feet) = -120. (Load x 1)/120 = .833 x 100 = 83.3 lbs
It takes 83.3 lbs at .166 feet to turn a 100 pound torque resistance.

100 lbs x (1 + 2 feet) = 300. (Load x 1)/300 = .333 x 100 = 33.33 lbs
It takes 33.33 lbs at 2 feet to turn a 100 pound torque resistance.

Prior Art

100 lbs x (1 + 9 feet) = 1,000. (Load x 1)/1,000 = .10 x 100 = 10 lbs
It takes 10 lbs at 10 feet to turn a 100 pound torque resistance.

Power Stroke

Minimum torque gain because torque angles and torque distances (moment arm) are small and limited.
Average Angle Torque: 4 stroke = 60-70%. Rotary = 65 - 75%. Turbine = 34.2% - 40%
Average Moment Arm: 4 stroke = 1.5-2.5 inches. Rotary = 3-5.5 inches. Turbine = 8- 54 inches (minus compression)
30o 50% torque

less than 100% torque
due to curved and changing angle of rotor

13 feet (biggest jet)
8 inches (small jet) to 4.5 feet (biggest jet)
30o 50% torque

uneven friction on walls
increased on left side

3 to 5.5 inches
about 2/3 of distance to centerline

88% max torque
94% torque

flow of air

70o

94% torque
70o

stall (max) angle

20o 34.2% torque

90o
opposing combustion forces

100% torque

1.5 to 2.5 inches

30o

86.6% torque

combustion area.
flame is trying to catch up
to rotor apex
less than 100% torque
due to position of exhaust exit

forced air
blade
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FIG. 22
computer
on

fuel tank

shaft
torque

fuel pump

to load

spark plug

battery

compressed
air motors
rotor
rotation

starter

compressed
air tank

air intake

combustion
chamber

compressor
module

generator
module

(greater)
rotor
rotation

multi stacked
engines

alternator
turbo charger
module

exhaust
recapture tank

exhaust recapture
plenum

exhaust to
power muffler

exhaust flow over
catalytic converter

exhaust to
resonator

double engine
anti-precession
differential module

water to
drip tray

exhaust exiting to
atmosphere

carbon capture
module

from
atmosphere

to aircraft
fan shaft

to recycler

to
catalytic converter atmosphere
module

Power-by-Wire

water split
Oxygen - Hydrogen
module

4 Stoke and Wankel Rotary Engine

Key

Prior Art

computer
on

fuel tank

Independent link

fuel pump

Fixed link
B = back pressure
R = rotational resistance

R
battery

spark plug

air intake

Power-by-Belt
engine shaft
rotation

starter

exhaust to
manifold

combustion
chamber

exhaust to
resonator

B
exhaust to
catalytic converter

alternator
air-fuel
vacuum

air-fuel
compression

R

R

air-fuel
combustion

air-fuel
exhaust

R

B

exhaust to
muffler
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Horsepower =

RPM x Torque
5252

Torque =

Horsepower x 5252
RPM

RPM =

Horsepower x 5252
Torque

FIG. 23
Flying Car
Torque = Force per torquer x number of torquers striking simultaneously
Required Torque at sea level = fly car + weight of 4 persons = 5,000 lbs
Produced Torque at sea level = 6,786 lbs. 6,786 lbs is required to lift 5,000 lbs at 10,000 feet
+ Additional forces, weather, maneuvering, etc = 10,000 lbs
RPM = 4,329 at 10,000 feet based on 4 fans at 33 inch diameter with a net airflow area of 5.68 sq-ft per fan, 23.56 sq-ft total,
and CL (coefficient of lift) of 1.25 for fan angle of attack of 7.5 degrees
Calculated horsepower = 4,329 x 10,000 / 5252 = 8,242.
Total torquers in clockwise engine = 14.
Total torquers counterclockwise anti-precession engine = 14
Total torquers = 28
Desired total torquers firing simultaneously = 25% x 28 = 6 (3 in clockwise and 3 in counter clockwise engine)
Required Force per torquer = 10,000 lbs / 6 = 1,667 lbs
Moment arm: Rotor radius = 2 ft (24 inches) = 556 lbs
Pressure in rotor’s pressure chamber. = 556 psi.
Pressure in combustion chamber. 556psi x 1 inch diameter = 556 lbs x 2 (expansion) = 1,112 lbs required per torquer
Electric Generator
90% conversion efficiency.

4 Stoke Engine

Prior Art
Wankel Rotary Engine

Redline RPM 7,000 - 10,000 cars
Redline RPM 6,500 - 7,500 aircraft

Redline of 4 stroke engines 6,500 to 8,500 RPM
Displacement per cylinder 541 cc (33 cu-inches)
Displacement 6,496 cubic centimeters (396 cubic inches) (12 cylinder)
General horsepower of cars 250 hp (4 cylinder) to 800 hp (12 cylinder)
800hp x 5252
= 970 lb-ft
Torque =
4,329 RPM (fly car)
970 lbs / 10,000 lbs = 9.7%
90% underpowered for flying car

Displacement 659 cubic centimeters
(40 cubic inches)
Hp= 75
Torque =

75hp x 5252

= 100 lb-ft
4,329 RPM (fly car) x 12 engines = 1,200 lb-ft
1,200 lbs / 10,000 lbs = 12%
88% underpowered for flying car
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Earth’s Atmosphere by volume, dry air contains

Auto ignition temperature

nitrogen 78.09%
oxygen 20.95%
argon .93%
carbon dioxide .04%
1% water vapor at sea level (not included above)

Stoichiometric

Air to Fuel Ratios by mass

(without spark)
Gasoline 536 F
Ethanol 685 F
Diesel 493 F
Jet fuel A/A-1, 410 F
Kerosene 428 F
Vegetable oil (canola) 795 F
Bio Diesel n/a
Firepoint (all above). 50 F

point where all oxygen is consumed and all fuel is burned
14.7 pounds of air to 1 pound of gasoline. Fuel by mass is 6.8%

gasoline: 14.7 to 1
natural gas: 17.2 to 1
propane (LP) 15.67 to 1
ethanol 9 to 1
methanol 6.47 to 1
n-Butanol 11.2 to 1
hydrogen 34.3 to 1
diesel 14.5 to 1
methane 17.19 to 1
acetylene 13.26 to 1
ethane 16.07 to 1
butane 15.44 to 1
pentane 15.31 to 1

co-efficient

air

fuel (octane)

carbon
dioxide

combustion

[2 C8 + H18] + [25 O2 + N2]
[ CO2

incomplete combustion
(insufficient oxygen)

nitrogen
exothermic

[16 CO2 + 18 H2O + N2] + energy

carbon
dioxide

number of atoms

water

carbon
monoxide

nitric oxide &
water carbon nitrogen nitrogen
dioxide

CO + H2O + C + N2

+

+

NOx] + energy

FIG.24a

SEE FIG. 16f and 17e

heat assists with breakdown
of molecules

centrifugal force

direction
of rotation

NO2 CO2
46

rotor wall
overflow gap

44.01

NO
30

CO

H2O

O

28
18.02 16
grams per mole
heaviest to lightest molecule
more to less volume

N

C

H

force
exhaust molecules

14 12.01 1

exhaust pushed down

gas compression
via centrifugal force
exhaust pulled down
by scoop

exhaust pushed
out by wing
exhaust pushed
out

FIG.24b
rotational axis edge

movable element detector
and vacuum head. to tanks

Atomic Mass

centrifugation

FIG.24c

Hydrogen 1.008
Carbon 12.011
Nitrogen 14.007
Oxygen 15.999

Average car U.S. emissions April 2000
Hydrocarbons 77.1 lbs
Carbon Monoxide 575 lbs
NOx 38.2 lbs
Carbon dioxide 11,450 lbs
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FIG. 25
Carbon dioxide supercritical point
minimum pressure : 1,071 psi
minimum temperature: 87.98 F

pressure
psi
145,038
solid
14,504
liquid
1,071 psi

1,450

supercritical
fluid
critical point
87.98 F

145

triple point

gas

14.5
-99

-10

80
temperature
Fahrenheit

170

260
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Prior Art
compression ratio 14:1
(actual volume expansion 14-1 =13)
displacement volume 33.01 cu-in
bore area 10.75 sq-in

1,500 psi (16,125 ft-lbs)
piston force at top dead center

3.7”

~ average 807.5 psi (8,680 ft-lbs)

bore

3.07” stroke

1,500 / 13 = 115.38 psi (1,240 ft-lbs), piston
force at bottom dead center
0% power

3.07”

65% power

~ average 86.26 psi (930 ft-lbs)
57.5 psi (620 ft-lbs)

45 degrees
100% power
45 degrees

imaginary additional stroke height
unused torque: 930 ft-lbs
because piston can’t travel down further.

65% power
0% power
connecting rod relative to
crankshaft

FIG. 26a

0% power
(+ counterweight inertia)
Note: angle of connecting rod not taken into account
in calculations. Power reduced by approximately 65% per 45 degrees.

A v12 has 3 simultaneous
power strokes. 530 ft-lbs is
peak torque of a high
performance street car.

sound pressure wave
14.7 psi x 1” sq-in = 14.7 lbs
atmosphere

306.12” (25.51’)
volume = 301.59 cu-in

combustion chamber length
3”

.56”

combustion chamber
cross sectional area

240” (20’)
volume = 236.45 cu-in

18.78 psi x 1” sq-in = 18.78 lbs

volume: pi x r2 x h
2.96 cubic-inches
cross sectional area: 1 sq-inch

Pressure 1
Pressure 2

=

Volume 2
Volume 1

37.56 psi x 1” sq-in = 37.56 lbs

120” (10’)
volume = 118.22 cu-in

assumes constant temperature
Only way to maximize combustion energy is through a
non reciprocating (4 stroke), non immediate exiting (Wankel rotary) system.
60” (5’)
Turbine engines require more blade rows (and thus longer length)
volume = 59.11 cu-in
for the gas to expand near 14.7 psi.

75.11 psi x 1” sq-in = 75.11 lbs

Gas expansion perpendicular to rotor radius with vertical
exit points provides greatest gas expansion towards 14.7 psi.

12” (1’)
volume = 11.82 cu-in

375.63 psi x 1” sq-in = 375.63 lbs

6”
volume = 5.91 cu-in

750 psi x 1” sq-in = 750 lbs

power exhaust (from Torquer)

rotor

FIG. 26b

1,500 psi x 1” sq-in = 1,500 lbs
volume 2.96 cubic-inches

Torquer
direction of rotation

exhaust bleed
away

combustion chamber

Torquer
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Efficiency

FIG. 27
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50% target efficiency for Split Power Engine

temperature environment (average)

<1-

Tc
TH

21 C = 70 F = 294K
816 C = 1500 F = 1089K

1-

294 K
1089K

= 73% max efficiency
at 0 degrees F and 2,500 F combustion
temperature 90% is max efficiency

heat entering engine (combustion temperature), 1,500 to 2,500 F
This means that if a gallon of gas costs $4.00 then maximum amount that can be used
is 73% x $4.00 = $2.92. For a guaranteed loss of $4.00 - $2.92 = $1.08
4 stroke engine 30% efficiency (measured at crankshaft) 30% x $4.00 = $1.20. $4.00 - $1.20 = $2.80 wasted
Wankel rotary engine 15% - 25% efficiency
Turbine engine (single stage) 30% - 40% efficiency
Average U.S. octane consumption per passenger car in 2018 is 24.5 to 25.5 (EPA) miles per gallon.
Average annual miles 18,858, 35-54 male (USDOT). use 20,000
20,000/25mpg = 800 gallons x $4.00 = $3,200 / 52 weeks = $61.50 per week
A 5% point gain in efficiency = 5% x $4.00 = $.20 savings per gallon. $160 savings per year
A 10% point gain in efficiency = 10% x $4.00 = $.40 savings per gallon. $320 savings per year
A 15% point gain in efficiency = 15% x $4.00 = $.60 savings per gallon. $480 savings per year
A 20% point gain in efficiency = 20% x $4.00 = $.80 savings per gallon. $640 savings per year
A 25% point gain in efficiency = 25% x $4.00 = $1.00 savings per gallon. $800 savings per year

Justification

In a hybrid, gas generator-electric motor propulsion set up, a car driving 20k miles per year equals 800 gallons. 15% efficiency allows
for $480 in annual savings. Over a 5 year (car) financing plan $480 x 5 = $2,400. $2,400 in additional new engine costs can be
eliminated through through fuel savings. An engine licensing module will eliminate engine costs from the purchase price which will
reduce purchase price of a vehicle by $5,000 to $10,000. In conclusion if a savings of fuel and maintenance costs can be realized and
emissions reduced then such engine is justified.

Areas of Fuel Efficiency Gains of Split Power Engine
1. Angle of combustion trajectory out of Torquer 90 degrees to radius of rotor. 90 degrees is maximum power angle.
2. Double rotational force. First force from gas combustion expansion out of Torquer into rotor cone (impulse). Second force from
hot rotor cone expanding gas outward against Reapers (reaction).
3. Combustion gases allowed to expand more thus providing more rotor pressure and using more energy of fuel.
4. Horizontal exhaust flow over catalytic converter with downward fan pressure. Not in line with exhaust flow.
Automatic and non mechanical overflow design. No degraded performance due to carbon clogging. No backpressure.
5. Muffler not in line with exhaust flow. No backpressure.
6. Power fan muffler. Pulls in more exhaust if combustion gap pressure between rotor edge and torquer gets to high.
7. Muffler section-area for each Torquer (combustion chamber) instead of multiple cylinder exhaust pipes flowing into a single
manifold and muffler chamber. No bottleneck backpressure.
8. Torque multiplier through moment arm distance from rotor axis.
9. Flywheel rotor. Non restrictive RPM.
10. Flywheel rotor. Rotational energy storage.
11. Rotational inertia of flywheel increases rotational time/preserves torque for full combustion process to occur. Saves fuel.
12. Precompressed air via separate pump without physical linkage to engine rotor.
13. More precise stoichiometric air to fuel ratio can be obtained for more complete fuel burn and in sight of fuel type.
14. Use of various fuels based on current market price and availability. Variable air quantity for different fuels.
15. Compressed air tank storage. Immediate power increase independent of atmosphere density change.
16. Sliding and Wedge gate combustion chamber reduces and eliminates cylinder sealing compression friction.
17. Combustion chamber door eliminates intake and exhaust bottleneck and popper obstructions (in 4 stroke engines).
18. Exhaust recapture plenum. Option to use unburnt gases.
19. Option for preheated fuel. Exhaust (and electric) heating. Allows quicker vaporization of fuel for quicker combustion.
20. Stackable engines and modules allows for an increase in power without increase in horizontal space use. Higher energy density.
21. All functional parts of engine individually operated at different thresholds as required for greatest efficiency.
22. All Torquers can provide power simultaneously if needed. ( 4 stroke only allows 25% of cylinders providing power stroke)
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FIG.28
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